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PHILIPS
TAPE
Capture a sound on Philips Tape and it's yours for ever—yours
to play back and enjoy whenever you like. Available in all current
reel sizes of standard, longplay, doubleplay and tripleplay, Philips
Tape gives you all these advantages: great sensitivity, wide frequency range, low noise level, high resistance to stretching or
breakage, powerful adhesion of the magnetic coating. And of
course, they're colour-packed for easy identification. Whatever
tape recorder you own, get the best out of it—with Philips Tape.

FINE PRODUCTS FROM PHILIPS-THE FRIEND OF THE FAMILY
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD.. ELECTRO-ACOUSTICS DIVISION, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON WC?

can build any
of our models
—and save money

Anyone who
can read
plain English

TA-IS

DAYSTROM
1
*TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS AND HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS*'
No electronic or soldering experience is necessary to build any *
Heath kit model: our simple, well illustrated manual guides you step by step. ♦
A FREE CATALOGUE of the full range, and detailed specifications ♦
of any item, will be gladly sent without obligation on your part, on request.
i

TAPE AMPLIFIER UNITS
Models TA-IM and TA-IS
The monophonic version (TA-IM) can be
modified to the stereo version (TA-IS) by
modification kit (TA-IC). Special features
include the provision of a bias level control
casy-to-read thermometer-type recording
level indicators; large printed circuit
boards. Both models have identical
presentation.
TA-IM £19.2.6
TA-IS £24.10.0
TA-IC £6.15.0
TRUVOX D83/2 AND
11 1 ape Decks.
D83/4 Highquality stereo tape decks.
D82/2, 2-track for
highest fidelity £31.10.0
With TA-IM £47.2.6
With TA-IS £52.6.0
DS.i/i, 4-irack, for most economical use
of tape (same picscntation). £29.8.0 With
TA-IM £45.5.0 With TA-IS £50.9.6
OVER 50 MODELS TO
STEREO CONTROL UNIT Model
USC.i
- Push-button selection,
accurately
matched
ganged controls to ±
idB. Negative feedback,
rumble and variable low-pass filters.
Printed circuit boards. Accepts inputs
from most tape heads and any stereo or
mono pick-up.
£19.10.0
GARRARD AUTO,RECORD
PLAYER Model AT-6. 4-spced stereo
and mono unit, manual or automatic record
selection, Ronctte 105 cartridge £13.12.1
With Decca Dcram cartridge
£14.6.1
NEW! GUITAR/PA AMPLIFIER
Modal PA-I
50 W.rms output, 4 inputs for guitars,
mic; record player; 2 heavy duty loudspeakers, vol. indicator, variable
tremolo; Available soon. Sbnd for details
now. £54 15s. Od.

"COTSWOLD" MFS SPEAKER SYSTEM
A minimum floor space model. Size 36in. high x r6iin.
wide x 14Jin. deep with performance similar to the
standard model. Specially designed for small rooms.
"COTSWOLD" SPEAKER SYSTEM
This is an acoustically designed enclosure 26in.'x 23in.
I4in. housing a tain, bass speaker with 2in. speech
coil, elliptical middle speaker, and a pressure unit to
cover the full frequency range of 30-20,000 c's. Capable
of doing justice to the finest programme source. Delivered complete with speakers, cross-over unit, level
control, Tygan grille cloth, etc. Either Model £23.4.0
MFS
MONO CONTROL UNIT.
Model
UMC-i. Designed to operate with our model
MA-12 or any amplifier requiring o-25V or
less for full output. Suitable for cabinet
mounting or free standing. Size 10" * 7" v 4'.
Available shortly.
£8.12.6

NEW! "OXFORD" TRANSISTOR
RADIO Model UXR-2. Luxury solid
leather case, full long and medium wave
coverage. Printed circuit facilitates
assembly. 7' x 4" high-flux speaker. Send
for full details.
£14.18.0 incl. P.T.
POWER AMPLIFIER 12-WATT
Model MA-12. o r% THD at 10W.
Wide frequency range. Ideal for use with
USC-r and UMC-x.
£11.9 6
COLLARO 'STUDIO'
TAPE DECK. Operating speeds; in., 32 in.
and 7J in. p.s. Wow
and flutter not greater
than 0*15% at 7] in. p.s.
£17.10.0
With TA IM £30.10.0

CHOOSE FROM — EVEN A NOVICE CAN BUILD ANY KIT-SET
AM'FM TUNER. Model AFM-i.
HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS
model is available *mM ill a
A range of over a dozen equipment cabinets This
two units sold separis now available to meet the differing needs inately.
Tuning heart
of enthusiasts. Designed for maximum (AFM-TI
£4.13.6 incl.
operating convenience or for where room
space is an over-riding consideration, this P.T.) IF Amplifier (AEM-AI £20.i3.o<
range includes kits, ready assembled cabinets range 88-108 Mc.s (FM) 16-50. 200-550.
or assembled and fully finished cabinets, and 900-2000 (AM). Printed circuit board.
has at least one model to meet your require- Total price £25.6.6
ments. Why not send for full details f
HI-FI STEREO 6-WATT AMPLIFIER
Prices from £6.19.6—£29.8.0
HI FI MONO AMPLIFIER. Model Model S-33. Attractively styled. Printed
MA-5. A general purpose 5 w. amplifier circuit construction. 0-3% distdrtion at
with inputs for Gram., Radio. Presentation 2| W;chal. 20 dB N.F.B.; sensitivity
MAI.VERN
similar to S-33.
£10.19.6. 200 mV. U/L output, ganged controls.
£*3*7-6
HI-FI FM TUNER. Model FM-4U
For your convenience, this model is available
DF. LUXE STEREO AMPLIFIER
in two unit» >old separately: Tuning Unit
(FMT^U — £2.15.0 including P.T.j with
Model S-33 H. De luxe version of S-33
xo*7 Mc s I.E. output, and Amplifier Unit
with
many refinements. Ideal for use with
(FMA-4U—£12.6.0). Built-in power supDecca Deram pick-up.
£15.17-6
ply; 7 valves
Total £15.1.0

WE GUARANTY PMFQRMANtt TP OUR PUBL/SREP SPECIFICATIONS
AUDIO
SIGNAL
SPEAKER
TRANSISTORISED TELEPHONE AMPLI- HI-FI
GENERATOR Model
Model SSUFIER, Model TTA-I. Provides instant group SYSTEM
AG-9U. Delivers up to
I.
This
kit
is
easily asrrui
listening and conversation. Freely portable for use
1 10 volts pure sine-wave
It contains two
with any telephone; hands-free operation; auto- sembled.
(less than o x",, distorspeakers
and
balance
matic switch; 9V battery operated; compact and control in its ducted
tion, 20 c/s to 20 kc/s).
elegant cabinet.
£7-9-6 reflex cabinet. Itportis
Decade switch-selected
frequencies from 10 to 100,000 c s.
equally suitable for
Internal 600 Ohm N/I load, or external. HI-FI STEREO 18 WATT AMPLIFIER
stereo or mono in ■
Model S-99. Within its power rating, this is
average room. (Legs
AUDIO SINE SQUARE WAVE'GEN- the finest stereo amplifier available, regardless
14/6.) Less legs,£10.17.6
ERATOR AO-IU Coven 20 c/s—150 of price. Printed circuit board construction;
kc/s in four ranges. Choice of sine or ganged controls. U'L push-pull output.
A WHOLE RANGE OF PACKAGED
square waves, the latter up to 50 kc/s.
0-2% distn. at 9 W chal.
£27.19.6
DEALS (INCLUDING "CONNOISINTERCOM. Models XI-IU AND XIR-IU. Designed SEUR
CRAFTSMAN" TURNTABLE
SUGDEN MOTOR UNIT "<?0?i- TRANSISTOR
use in the business office or the home, the Master unit (XI-IU) can operate and DECCA
ffss PICK-UP) NOW
NOISSEUR CRAFTSMEN". Heavy for
to five Remote units (XIR-IU) which give instant service without AVAILABLE TO
duty motor operating at 33J1 and 45 r.p.m. up
delay. "Private" switch. 9 volt battery operated. Supplied THER MONEY. SAVE YOU FURVery heavy 12 in. turn-table. Virtually no warming-up
rumble.
£16.6.6 with assembled sapele-mahogany cabinets XIR-IU £4-7-6. XI-IU £io.i9v6
ALL MODELS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ASSEMBLED-PRICES ON REQUEST
All prices include free delivery in U.K. Deferred terms available on orders over £10
JUST POST THIS COUPON FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Without obligation please send me
TICK
HERE
★ FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE .
FULL DETAILS OF MODEL(S)
Kindly wrile below in BLOCK CAPITALS
NAME
ADDRESS
HI. 10
3

A WIDE RANGE OF OVER iSO AMERICAN HEATHKIT
MODELS AVAILABLE
Under our international mail order scheme. Send for Fully Illustrated
Catalogue for the nominal charge of I/- including postage.

DAYSTROM LTD.
iNcu.Nn
A member of the Daystrom Group, manufacturers of
THE LARGEST-SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS IN THE WORLD

-tji

FORTE!
Colour-coded, too! The new "SCOTCH" colour coding
makes for easy recognition; Standard Play—black; Long
Play—green; Double Play—blue. Now you can spot the
tape you want across a crowded shop.

Forte. Allegro. Legato. Pianissimo. However the music is
to be played, it will be played well, and recorded that
way, too—on "SCOTCH" Magnetic Tape. Good music
deserves the best tape.
"SCOTCH" Magnetic Tape is made, in the most
modern tape plant in Europe, in clinical conditions where
dust and dirt are banished from the production areas.
Purity of product is strictly maintained right through to
final packaging.
And now, you pay an average 10% less for "SCOTCH"
Magnetic Tape than you did a few months ago—all adding
up to the most inexpensive high quality tape on the market.

Trade mark ■

■

Scotch
MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE
| [JIINNESOTA [TUNING AND
! mANUFACTURING CD.. LTD.
3M HOUSE, WIGMORE ST„ LONDON W1
4

Scotc h
mji'riuM i< 1; 11 M '
•am " i-iii-i-i-i-i"!"
■ir

1

"Lawrence of Arabia" recorded on Zonastripe
and Zonafllm magnetic tracks awarded'Oscar'
for Best Sound 1963.
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OSCAR-WINNING

RECORDING QUALITY
Zonatape is available in four grades and four spool sizes. Each is
colour coded as follows:
Clear Spool: Diacetate Standard Play.
Red Spool: PVC Standard Play.
Green Spool: Polyester Extra Play.
Blue Spool; Polyester Double Play.
A full range of Zonatape recording accessories includes, printed
leader and timing tapes supplied in 5 colours, splicing tapes and
metal stop foil.
These professional qualify tapes are obtainable from good class
dealers but in case of difficulty send to us for name and address
of nearest Zonatape stockist.
ZONAL FILM (MAGNETIC COATINGS) LTD, ZONAL HOUSE, WESTFIELDS RD, W.3. ACORN 6841.
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The Wayfarer Car-Stereo
II ^

OF

)

vj-i

a

TAPE
Ampex Mobile Video Recording Unit
A COMPLETELY self-contained mobile video recording unit, the
Ampex Minicruiser, has been placed on the market by the Ampex
Corporation. The heart of the compact vehicle is an Ampex VR 660
weighing 97 lbs. Designed around a Studebaker Wagonmre, the Minicruiser is equipped with a sliding roof, enabling the cameraman to
shoot directly from the vehicle. A swivelling operator's chair with
elevation adjustment is attached to the camera mount allowing 360
degrees panning. Sufficient deck space is allowed for the cameraman
to work in a standing position with the camera protruding through
the roof opening. Both camera and recorder can be removed for use
in other locations, up to 200 ft. from the Minicruiser.
A self-contained power supply gives complete freedom of movement although provision is made for operation from normal domestic
supply.
The first mobile video recording unit, the Videotape Cruiser, was
developed by Ampex in 1959. It incorporated a flexible bus chassis, an
Ampex VR 1000 video recorder, and associated camera and power
equipment.

y;:
on

m
TAPE takes to the road in cartridges in the U.S.A. The Wayfarer
Car-Stereo, distributed by a division of Telescripl in Los Angeles,
uses endless-loop cartridges, similar to the original Fidelipac development, to provide the equivalent of up to four LP discs on one cartridge.
Two J-track heads are switched to select either pair of four tracks.
These feed transistorised replay electronics capable, of delivering 3W
per channel to left and right speakers, which in tum can be installed
very quickly in any convenient and suitable locations. The playback
unit is fitted, with minimum connections, underneath the car dashpanel, and is completely self-contained (apart from the speakers). It
is styled to match the interior of the average American car, but can be

TAPE recorders turn up in many odd places and it was with no
great surprised that we learnt of the use to which a Philips ELS5S6
was being put by the South West Electricity Board. With 7,000 miles
of high-voltage overhead cable, every inch of which has to be inspected
at least once every year, the task would prove almost impossible had it
not been for some original thinking on the part of certain senior
engineers. The recorder is used in conjunction with a new Augusta-Bell
helicopter, purchased by the Board last October. An observer examines
and tapes a report on the condition of each section of cable, frequently
fixing his position by describing landmarks and intersections.
On returning to the control centre, the information is transcribed
from the recorder to a large-scale plan of the area under examination.
The only difficulty so far experienced has been the high backgroundnoise level of the helicopter. This has been overcome to a degree by
using microphones less sensitive than were supplied with the Philips.
Vibration has been further reduced by mounting the microphones,
which arc worn by both pilot and observer, to the neck, where they
pick up the throat-vibrations.
*

rapidly removed for use in the home. Several accessories are now being
developed that will allow the machine to be used under a wide variety
of circumstances; it has already been successfully used in boats and
light aircraft.
Retail prices are given as about £18 for the reproducer and £2 10s.
for a cartridge. No plans have been considered for marketing this unit
in Britain or elsewhere outside North America.
•
»
*
COMPLETE "SLEEPOMATIC" UNIT
FOR ONLY £20
Comprising transistorised tape machine,
auto time-switch, microphone, batteries,
and under-pillow speaker.
INTERESTING FREE BOOKLET
and details of our range of tapes, discs, and equipment gladly sent on receipt of postcard.
(We are the pioneers of Automated Sleep-learning in Gt. Britain.)

L

EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LIMITED
(Dept. TR) 21 Bishops Close, Church Lane, London, E.17.
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Professional Performance

Head De-magnetiser
De-magnetises tape heads quickly
and simply. Also for pin-point erasing
on striped film and tape recordings—
removes local unwanted noises

Tape Eraser
Erases both sides of a 7° tape reel in
30 seconds and positively removes even
the very low frequency portions of

a recording. Use the WAL Tape
Eraser, the only way to ensure an
absolutely clean tape—quicker and
belter. Mains operated. Also erases
sound from 16 mm. film, 10'aluminium
reels. Professionally designed for
professional recording engineers.
£6,18.6.

professional recording engineers.
Pre-amplifiers
Ask lor details of WAL-GAIN Mono
WAL pre-amps are made for every
£5.10.0. STEREO WAL-GAIN £7.10.0.
purpose. Fully transistorised, batteryand the superb WAL HI-GAIN with
operated, give high gain, completely
built-in switched equalisation for
monitoring, dubbing etc. etc.
hum-free. Laboratory built and fully
£7.16.0.
tested. Professionally designed for
Free leaflets available on these professional aids to perfection .. . please write:
ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Edward Street, Templar Street, Leeds 2.

VVA-L

SPECIAL

OFFERS!

PROFESSIONAL TAPE
AKAI

without detriment. Has nylon-cushioned
twin probes with a concentrated
demagnetising field in the 1/8' gap
between the arms. Pistol grip, A.C,
mains. Professionally designed for
professional recording engineers.
£2.10.0.

RECORDER

M69

Our large purchasing power has enabled us to obtain a quantity of the fabulous Akai-M69 Tape
Recorder and offer them to you at an unbelievably low price. Renowned throughout the world as
one of the finest tape recorders available, the M69 is sought everywhere by discriminating
purchasers.
Normally priced well beyond the means of the average enthusiast, we are able to present you with
this unique opportunity of obtaining one of these fabulous recorders at only 59 guineas complete
with Tape, Spool. Instruction Book, and including superb ultra sensitive moving coil dynamic
microphone. Look at the wonderful specification and we know you will be convinced that this
is indeed the buy of 1964.
Don't miss this wonderful opportunity as we shall be unable to repeat this offer. Available to
personal callers only.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

2 speeds, 3J" and 7^" p.sec. Freq. resp.
30-15,000 c.p.s. 6 watts undistorted
output. Superb Twin Cone Speaker.
Ultra sensitive V.U. Meter. Vertical &
PRICE
59 GNS. Horizontal operation. Direct from head
output socket. 4-pole Induction Motor.
(INC. SUPERB DYNAMIC MICROPHONE) Total weight—28 lbs.
OUR

CITY

&

TAPE

ESSEX

Note: OUR CITY SHOP OPEN MON.-FRI. 9a.m.-6p.m. CLOSED SAT., OPEN SUN. 9.30a.m.-2 p.m.

RECORDER

CENTRES

2U B1SHOPSGATE. E.CJ (OPPOSITE LIVERPOOL ST. STATION) BIS 2H»
1 MARYLAND STATION (ADJ. STATION) STRATFORD, E.IS MAR 1*79
205 HIGH ST. NORTH (OPPOSITE E. HAM STATION) E.«
CRA
10

our

readers

. . . about mobile hi-fi
From: W. R. Sears, Room 44, Cambridge Hotel, Scarborough,
Yorkshire.
Dear Sir, I recently brought a new dimension into music listening
by installing a J-track stereo tape playback unit in my car, a 1962
Chevrolet Corvette. It is suspended underneath the dash panel and
operates on 12V. There are four speakers in the car situated in the
front and rear, left and right. A double-pole switch allows the speakers
to accept inputs either from the tape playback unit, or from the car
radio.
The tapes are pre-recorded on cartridges which are on a single reel
and enclosed in a clear plastic case. They are in the form of an endless
loop, unwinding from the centre, passing the tape heads, and rewinding
on the outside of the spool. All four channels are recorded with the
tape moving in the same direction; the tape heads can be moved
vertically to scan either pair of tracks.
To operate, the tape cartridge is inserted between guide arms on
top of the playback unit. A single lever is moved which brings a rubber
idler wheel up through a hole in the bottom of the cartridge where it
engages the tape to press firmly against the capstan drive. This action
also locks the cartridge in position and releases a spring-rachet on the
teethed outside circumference of the tape reel. It also supplies power to
the amplifiers and capstan drive motor.
The unit was built by Muntz of California who also supply a
large selection of pre-recorded cartridges, totalling some 4,000 items.
The cartridges are available in three sizes, giving a playing time
of 30 minutes, one hour, and two hours duration.
The frequency response is in the order of 50 c/s to 10 Kc/s, at
least twice the range of the car radio. The stereo effect is simply amazing,
and the ability to select my own musical programme has rendered the
car radio obsolete as I only use it to get the news.
By ordering cartridges direct from the manufacturer I can record
my own tapes, a considerable saving in the cost of pre-recorded ones.
This technique, of course, will only permit J-track recording, since
on the mains machine the direction of the tape must be reversed to
record on the remaining two tracks. Any questions ?
Yours faithfully.
»
♦
»
. . . about tape records
From: Michael Moore, 58 Ashton Gardens, Chadwell Heath,
Romford, Essex.
Dear Sir, Your news item describing the Revere tape-player ("The
World of Tape", January) is significant of the slow downward evolution
that may eventually turn the tape recorder into nothing more than a
glorified, and simplified, competitor to the gramophone.
In all aspects of life, so we are told, history repeats itself. Edison's
original phonograph provided the owner with facilities for making
his own recordings. Then someone came along with the idea of selling
what amounted to pre-recorded cylinders. In a short time phonographs
were being manufactured without the facility to record. With the advent
of discs the hobby of recording (if it ever was a hobby in those days),
fell completely by the wayside.
Similarly, when the tape recorder came within financial reach of
the general public the hobby of amateur recording bloomed, causing
clubs to spring up all over the country. Recording enthusiasts were
responsible for many original developments in the audio field, until
the day, only a few years ago, when the first tape records began to
appear on sale in this country. At first they seemed doomed to failure;
recording enthusiasts argued then, as I am maintaining now, that this
was an unforgiveable trespass into the world of tape, with the result
that very few people bought them. However in the last twelve months
the tape record has come into its own. The majority of those who were
once recording enthusiasts are now little more than music-lovers,
passively spending their time listening to, rather than creatively recording on, their machines.
Slowly tape-playback machines are appearing, which, like the late
phonograph, are not equipped with facilities to record. What is wrong
with the tape-clubs of today? Surely they should be the centres of
amateur recording activities. Quite the contrary, they are choked by

write
committee meetings, presidents, secretaries, seaside-outings, chairmen,
everything, it seems, except tape-recordists.
Surely I am not alone in my opinions; do none of your other
readers want to see the art of amateur sound-recording develop into
the absorbing activity it once was ?
Yours faithfully.
»
•
*
. . . about ditto
From: M. G. Duncan, 2 King Edward Avenue, Aylesbury, Bucks.
Dear Sir, An article on stereo tape records by Rafe Scabrook, in the
December issue, has finally prompted me to write to you. Let me say,
initially, that I agree with everything Mr. Seabrook says, even to the
extent of listening in bed via headphones, and my only comment is that
any movement of the head causes the apparent movement of the
orchestra. Thus, to take an extreme case, listening in bed with one's
head upside-down creates the effect of an orchestra playing upsidedown.
The subject of availability of tapes should also be mentioned.
While I do not dispute that there are 222 stereo tapes available in
this country, I have found most of them to be sub-standard (assuming
the standard to be stereo disc), and come out very poorly either through
speakers or headphones. The American scene is, as you say, very
different, judging by the few examples available over here, all of which
are excellent.
For my personal listening, I should say that the only tapes made
in England which are as good as, or better than these are the EMI
and WRC yv i/s stereo tape records, and these are, without exception,
the best I have heard from anywhere. All other English issues suffer
from one or more of a variety of faults which make listening something
of a bind for me, in view of this, I wonder when these two concerns
are going to restart their issues; we have had none from EMI since
1958 (apart from Fidelia), and WRC have issued none for over a year.
I cannot emphasise too strongly how superior these tapes arc to any
other form of recordings I have ever heard, and how much I, and many
others, would like to see more of them.
Yours faithfully.
•
•
♦
. . . about a solo quartet
From: R. S. Finlayson, 64 Downlands Road, Purley, Surrey.
Dear Sir, It is comparatively easy to sing a duet with oneself, given
moderate vocal ability and a tape recorder. Given two tape recorders
this achievement can be taken one stage further to record a single voice
in three parts. My fourteen year old daughter has done this. She first
sang and recorded the soprano, or melody, with piano accompaniment
(tape 1). This recording was played back and re-recorded through the '
high-level input of a second recorder while, at the same time, recording
through the low-level input, she sang the second or alto part. Tape 2
thus carried two parts. This tape was similarly re-recorded on tape 3
while the tenor part was added through the low-level input. Tape 3
thus carried three parts.
Unfortunately the pass part was beyond her range.
It should be possible to add the fourth part, on the principle that
doubling the speed of the tape halves the frequencies and so lowers
the pitch of the recording by one octave. Unfortunately 1 only have
single-speed machines, and I would be interested to know if any
readers have tried this.
If tape 3 is played back at double the recorded speed and rerecorded at the same double speed on to tape 4, the bass part could
be sung one octave higher than the proper pitch. The pitch and tempo
would revert to normal when reproduced at the original speed.
Yours faithfully.
0 We invite readers to write in and comment on any subject raised
in these letters but point out that the views expressed do not
necessarily reflect editorial opinion.

>■ ■
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How to

get

great

with

If you finger-walk a couple of thimbles
over a pad of cotton wool, your recorder will pick it up as footsteps in the
snow. If you play quite ordinary
sounds backwards you can emulate
the eerie twitterings of creatures from
outer space.
Sound effects add a new interest to
recording.
FREE EMIT APE LEAFLETS Emitape have
written a new leaflet called 'Emitape

sound

effects

Emitape

for Sound Effects'. It is packed with
practical examples of how to produce
the right sound at the right moment.
It is free, and you can get it by simply
filling in the coupon on the right.
While you are at it, ask for another
new Emitape leaflet 'Emitape Jointing'.
This tells you not only how to splice
without tears but shows how intelligent jointing can actually improve a
tape programme.
E.M.L TAPE LIMITED, HATES, MIDDLESEX
12

I PLEASE SEND ME FREE LEAFLETS
I
□ ' Emitape for Sound Effects'.
I
I
□ 'Emitape Jointing \
I
NAME
(Block letters ple*«e)
I
A
I
I
L."

REVERE

TAPE

REPORT ON ANEW TAPE CARTRIDGE RECORDER

PLAYER
By J. W. Berridge

READERS of American audio and technical periodicals will no
doubt know that the Revere Camera Company, a subsidiary of the
giant yAf Corporation of St. Paul, Minnesota, introduced a radically
different tape cartridge recorder in April of last year. They did so
quietly and with very little fanfare. Many writers and engineers were
quick to point out that an apparently similar machine was shown as a
prototype by CBS Laboratories back in the early months of i960.
Now that some months have passed however, it has become obvious
that there are some very essential differences between that early prototype and the present Revere!3M machine.
The possibility that tape in cartridges could offer all the advantages
of long-play discs on record-changers, plus better quality and the
ability to record, has intrigued many for some time, but up to now no
one has introduced either cartridge or machinery which would compete
with such record-changers, not even RCA or Garrard.
sar

W
o

As shown in figs. 1 and 2, actual transport of the tape during
operation is almost conventional reel-to-reel, with capstan and take-up
reel (hub) as normal. Under these conditions both play and fast forward
modes are possible. The major difference lies in threading the tape
past the appropriate heads and the capstan on to the take-up hub.
This is accomplished by rim-driving the spool of tape through a
slot in the side of the cartridge. A stiff springy leader attached to the
free end of the tape is pushed out through a small slot in the comer of
the cartridge (which is moulded inside to guide the leader to this
opening), and is then pushed further until it is gripped at its edges by
spring-loaded flanges on the take-up hub. Its own stiffness (and suitable
guides of course) keep it in the required path. Once enough leader has
been pushed out (the same amount every time is a good enough indication), the machine converts to normal tape operation, as in fig. 2.
Pushing the appropriate control button will also run it in fast forward
mode when required.
Rewind is accomplished automatically, in that the tape is permanently attached to the spindle of the cartridge. At the end of a "play",
this causes back tension which pulls the tape taut, tending to straighten
out its path past the heads and throwing back the tape sensing pin.
This same pin, incidentally, also serves to wrap the tape around the
face of the two heads (in the record/playback mode) for optimum
tape/head contact.
From then on, the sequence is as follows: The pressure roller
drops back from the capstan and the fecdout-rewind roller again rimdrives the tape, this time in the opposite direction, to rewind the tape.
Because of the stiff-leader threading system, no accurate stop is required
for the rewind operation.
Once the tape is fully rewound, four pins are pushed out from the
sides of the cartridge well, between the cartridge in the "play" position
and the one immediately above it. A tray on which the played cartridge
has been resting then tilts, causing the cartridge to slide to the other
end of the tray. The tray then returns to the horizontal. The four pins
supporting the stack of cartridges to be played are retracted. This
causes the stack to drop and brings the bottom one into position for
playing. At this juncture, the feed-play-rewind cycle starts again with
the new cartridge.
Meanwhile, as the tray comes back up, it pushes the reject cartridge
past four spring-loaded pawls §et in the sides of the reject half of the
cartridge well. When the tray tilts again, the already-rejected cartridge
stays up on these one-way pawls while a newly rejected cartridge
slides underneath. The tray just keeps building up a stack of rejects
from underneath with the bottom one always resting on the pawls.
Ingeniously Designed Cartridge
The whole simplicity of the idea lies in designing a cartridge such
that rim-driving the tape will push out a stiff leader, and also moulding
the outside of the cartridges so that the four supporting pins can be
slipped between two cartridges to support all but the bottom one of a
stack. Added convenience features are also included as part of the
cartridge design. Other advances include a radically improved tape
only | in. wide, a vastly improved record!playback head and some
unconventional thinking. The tape and head combination produces
optimum quality at a speed of tj i/s while the narrow tape width and
slow speed combine to produce a small cartridge with a fast rewind
time. The one serious problem not yet solved by ReverelsM is how
to get enough information about the contents of the tape records on
to the outside of the cartridge. It's too small'.!
As yet, no details have been made available concerning the radical
nature of either the tape itself or of the record-playback head.
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Fig. 1. This shows the Revere mechanism just before it snaps into action.
A stiff tape leader moves across and is gripped by the flanges of the take-up
reel, then things proceed as in fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. When the stiff leader has passed by, the tape sensing pin drops
down to engage the tape with the heads; the feedout drive roller is disengaged and the pressure roller and capstan come together.
After a relatively short while, the Revere/3M equipment began
to be reviewed with great enthusiasm by most technical magazines
associated in any way with tape recording. Without exception, every
test report showed that the machine, running at 1J i/s produced the
equivalent of semi-professional results from a repeatablc cartridge—a
feat which may perhaps prove to equal the advent of the micro-groove
long-play disc. The initial library of some 20 or so cartridge records
was mostly from the Columbia files (interestingly enough, many were
brand-new releases). Since then the library has been increased, the
advertising and sales campaign has been stepped up to the point of
full-page spreads in such magazines as Life, and enough machinery is
being produced to ensure that there is no particular problem about
getting a demonstration.
As for the restrained and startlingly un-American approach to the
machine's introduction, this reporter can make two conjectures. Either
the company acknowledged possible failure of the basic idea, and
wanted to be able to back out without too much loss if necessary, or
they were sensibly biding their time until a good selection of cartridge
records was built up so that the market would expand on its own merits
without too heavy promotion. Whichever it was, it is beginning to seem
likely that a thoroughly practical tape cartridge may be stealing on to
to the scene with none of the fanfare that was expected. In correspondence, a spokesman for the 3M Corporation was emphatic that no
plans are being made to market either cartridges or recorder in Britain
or Europe, and that if and when machinery of this type does appear
there, it will have undergone a long period of refinement.
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and was due to cancellation of errors. Transposing the spools gave an
appalling disparity of keynote. I tried measuring the amount of tape
passing in a few seconds, and was immediately impressed by its vast
amount. The transport mechanisms of my two machines are very
different, so that starting and stopping could not be included in the
observations. A patch of Jointing Tape was attached where it could be
seen after the motors had gained speed, and I attempted to measure
the tape spooled from that mark in a few seconds. The difficulties were:
1. Co-ordination of observations on two unlike mechanisms; 2. Watching
simultaneously the second-hand on my watch and the moving tape;
3. Measuring the tape.
Operation 1 introduced as many errors as there were trials. 2 convinced me that I would soon have a divergent squint. As for 3, my
particular inch-tape never agreed on re-check with its previous findings.
Even pursuing great lengths of slippery tape across the hard floor
soon made me wonder if I was catching housemaids' knee. After an
After an exhausting afternoon I decided that only a statistician could
compute a result from my figures. At this juncture Mr. G. A. Cloud
very kindly wrote his article "Construct a Stroboscope Disc" (TTie
Tape Recorder, May 1963).
Where to put it
The practical location for a Stroboscopic Disc was the top of the
pinch wheel, and the question was, how many divisions had to be
marked on the circumference. Its length was ad. I was immediately
in trouble. I could not make up my mind what effect compression of
the rubber by my unusually narrow capstan had on the effective circumference. Did compression really reduced the diameter or did the
capstan, while visibly sinking in the wheel, ride on rubber of length
equivalent to the undistorted circumference? I inclined to the latter
view, but shelved the problem because the pinch wheel of one of my

A MUSICAL friend asked for a copy of one of my recordings.
Having bought a second tape recorder for this very purpose, I
was delighted to be asked, and soon despatched what I regarded as a
fairy copy. It was disconcerting to receive it back by return of post
with the message: "Please re-copy in proper key. This is sharp by a
minor third."
My machines arc both two-track Refleclographs, Models A and
RRioi respectively; my friend's is a four-track Stella. Obviously I
had to rebut the criticism, but I felt that the fellow had a nerve to
make it. A minor third is the interval between me and soh and the
frequency ratio is 6:5. It was therefore alleged that my copy was 20",,
(or three semitones) different in speed from the original. My friend's
musical sensibilities and my pride in my recorders were equally affronted.
Both were Sharp
I put the offending copy on one machine and the original tape on
the other, and could hear no difference. To clinch the matter I tried the
keynote on the piano and was put out to find that both recordings were
sharp by a vague amount exceeding a whole tone. Apostraphising piano
tuners, I sat down to think it out and to re-listen to the copy. Apart
from this keynote query it still seemed good to me. At the end, half an
hour later, I idly rcchccked the keynote. To my horror the whole
orchestra had drifted down more than a semitone and slipped into one
of the cracks. Keeping in tune seems to me to be the most elementary
musical requirement; and I was faced with the unpalatable conclusion
that my friend's instrument was by this definition more musical than
cither of mine. Credulity was overstrained. Complacency was shattered.
Something was wrong!
It was clear that my machines were out of Step. I soon found that
the approximate tuning of original and copy on replay had been luck,
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machines was so inaccessible and small that I judged my draughtsmanship unequal to the task. Consequently I gave up pretending to do
things mathematically and decided that since in this case ignorance
was not bliss, arithmetic (which I have always disliked) would have to
serve. I wanted a length of tape with stroboscopic markings which I
could apply to either machine at any time. A loop would not suit
because I wanted to test not only the capstan motors, but also any drag
or acceleration of the spooling motors. The solution seemed to be to
mark the centre of a considerable length of white leader tape, thus
allowing concentration of attention on a minimum length, without the
need to worry about starting and stopping.
Strobe Requirements
One flash per half cycle of 50-cycle Mains, means too flashes per
second. For a steady image, each flash must show both black and white
in the same relative positions. My speeds were 74 and 3J inches per
second. Taking the latter or more exacting requirement gives 100
flashes on 3 J inches and the width of cither black or white markings is
therefore 3J ins. -r 200, or 3 ins. -f- 160. A glance at a ruler shows this
to be a highly inconvenient fraction to mack, far less to shade. Ordinary
ink blots on lead tape, so a ball-point pen was preferred. This involves
an uncertain distance between the ruler-edge and the mark made by the
pen..
By this time I was sure that if I thought the matter out carefully 1
would again find excellent reasons for its impracticability: so I hastily
persuaded myself that if I could make narrow lines in some of the right
places and no lines in the wrong places, persistence of vision would
have a double effect. First, it would broaden my lines to a uniform
degree, eliminating the need for shading; and, second, it would fill in
anything I was unable to draw, provided that the background was
white. Experiment justified this view. I therefore decided that it
would not be hard to mark intervals at three-fortieths of an inch.
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ality of the 50-cycle Mains obliterates them. A clear, well-spaced scale
at either speed is given by the light of an Osglim Neon Night Light.
My early adventures were now explicable with the utmost ease.
The stroboscopic markings ran steadily from right to left on the
RR101. This is a variable-speed machine and a small adjustment on
the control stabilised the image. It was only necessary to mark the new
positions for each speed on the dial. This is controlled by a sort of windlass and I suspea that the fastening of the line must have slipped.
Accepting that this error made a difference of over a tone, the
sequence of events must have been: 1. An original recording was made
on the machine which I have possessed for some years and which,
unsuspected by me, was running slow. 2. In making a copy, no harm
would have resulted if the same recorder had been used for replay.
By chance the newer machine, running at normal speed, was used for
replay, and a copy was made on the slow-running recorder; thus
doubling the error and increasing it by more than another whole tone.
3. Replaying the copy on a normal machine therefore sounded sharp
by three semitones. 4. The puzzling drop of a tone or more on playing
the whole recording, was due to not following the instructions of the
maker, who explains that before serious recording the motors must be
warmed up for some minutes. On my original machine the three
Garrard Motors are of similar design and seem to settle down almost
at once. The- tape however showed that on the Model A the heavy
Papsc capstan motor tends to run fast until it and the spooling Garrard s
settle down. About ten minutes is needed, in my case, after which
synchronism is perfect.
A check with the BBC
As a cross-check I recorded the BBC Tuning Note, 440 c/s. The
tape was cut in two, and each half was simultaneously played on the
two recorders, which were deliberately thrown out of step. Recording
had been at full strength. The result was massive beats which could be
instantly tuned to the null point. This gave a most convincing verification of the stroboscopic synchronism.
Note: In comparing recorder speeds there is no fear of confusing
beats with the ordinary standing waves set up by the tuning note.
The latter, while impressive, are the merest ripples compared with
the beats produced by the above experiment. If the machines under
test have no speed control, beats can immediately be heard should a
finger be delicately placed on the tensionjng spool. Alternatively, the
stroboscopic upe can be made to show the gamut of variations down
to the half speed. This manipulation must be done with the sensitive
deliberation of a dishonest trader assisting a scale pan. The trick is
rewarding.
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A ruler marked in fortieths of an inch was fastened to a drawingboard, parallel with the edge and a few inches from it. White leader
tape, to take the strobe marking, was pinned nearer the edge. A T-square
over all completed the preparations. It happened that my T-square
was opaque and the markings on the ruler were so monotonous that I
began to forget what the next position should look like. To avoid
tiresome counting, a self-checking routine was devised as follows:
t. Mark off 7J ins.; 2. Divide into intervals of ^ in. each mark being
three wide divisions on the ruler; 3. Subdivide each A into four,
each mark being three narrow divisions on the ruler.
In practice I marked the narrow divisions consecutively, and
every fourth mark was of course found to be already there because of
operation 2. This prevented error and eyes train. The result was too
marks per yj ins. When this was finished I shifted the leader tape so
that the last mark became the first of a new scries—making due allowance for parallax between rule and mark. A marginal reference mark
was also made, to indicate one second, and to fadlitate any count-back
to the beginning of the section, 4. Repeat for as many sections as are
required.
The procedure is easily mastered in the first section and subsequent
lengths arc soon added. Minor errors do not matter—the grand impatti15
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SONY TC. 500
TO THE SERIOUS AMATEUR COME THE LATEST, THE FINEST TECHNICAL
ADVANCEMENTS IN STEREOPHONIC TAPE RECORDING AND PLAYBACK.
THE SOUND IS SONY, THE VERSATILITY IS SONY. THE QUALITY IS SONY.
THIS IS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR-THE SOPsTY TC. 500

106 GNS with 2 Sony F87 Cardoid
Dynamic microphones and all accessories.

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
Detailed specification of this tremendous Sony
tape recorder freely available from the Sole
U.K. distributors:

EXTRACTS FROM SPECIFICATION:
Full stereo facilities with independent recording and playback amplifiers,
providing professional mixing facilities. Manual cueing, digital tape counter,
instant stop, automatic tape lifter. Instantaneous selection of 7i/3J ips.
Response —30-18000 cps at 7* ips. Harmonic distortion — less than 2% at
3 db below rated output. Detachable speakers for stereo separation.
TELLUX
LIMITED
High Fidelity Division GALLOWS CORNER.
ROMFORD, ESSEX. Ingrebourne 43971
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by Richard Goldmg

silent version and indeed, similar to the Siemens t6 mm. system, the
same silent version now provides the basic model for building up to the
sound version. The stages of building up and the prices involved are
as follows.
The basic silent 800 model costs £81 10s. For this you get a
custom-built projector really made to stand up to rough usage—it looks
heavy, and it is just that for the Germans have made it to last a lifetime
of use. It has two speeds—>8 and 24 fjps—with interchangeable twoand three-blade shutters, single knob control with programme switch
for forward and reverse running with the lamp on, powered rewind
and two-stage lamp switching.
To this is added the 8 mm. double-band attachment, £86 10s. This
is not an attachment in the strictest sense of the word for it is fitted as
a component part of the projector and so does not have to be set up for
each new show. Once the silent basic machine has been converted it can
stay that way for ever if need be. Now both film and sound are controlled by sprockets driven by the same spindle and perfect synchronisation must result.
As to the recording medium, Siemens scom the use of tape,
preferring to use fully coated 8 mm. magnetic filmstock. This has two
advantages over perforated J inch tape; it is more durable and, more
important, it gives an exact frame-for-frame registration to the 8 mm.
picture film carried on the other side of the projector. Sound editing
away from the machine is no longer just an attractive possibility but a
definite fact. This, in itself, may have a great deal of importance if 8 mm.
optical transfer from original 8 mm. magnetic film becomes desirable.
With this stage, a tape recorder can now be connected to the
attachment and used, quite normally, to dub sound on to the magnetic
filmstock. The track-width of the perforated filmstock is 3 mm., the
same as halftrack on tape, but almost four times the width of the soundtrack on 8 mm. mag/stripe.
At 18 fps the track will travel at 2 7 i/s; at 24 fps it will travel
at 3-6 i/s. So the recording and reproduction potential at 24 fps is
almost that of tape running at 3} i/s. This, as you know, can be exceedingly good nowadays and it is quite certain that when using a tape
recorder of Ferrograph quality coupled to the Siemens 800 that this
combination will result in results finer than are possible on the best
t6 mm. optical machine.
The Siemens Amplifier
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The Siemens 8oo projector showing the double-band attachment side with
sprocket and four film guides. The magnetic heads are contained in the
lower housing which is hinged, allowing free access to the heads for marking
up. Both picture and sound spools are filled with easy-loading device.
THE petty complexities sometimes encountered by separate-tape
enthusiasts in setting up projector, tape recorder and synchronising
agent, be it strobe, disc, coupler or what-havc-you, brought about what
is perhaps the ultimate in separate-tape projection—"the double-band
system"
This system, which is more popular in France and Germany than
it is over here, consists of using the same motor to drive both film and
tape (or fully coated magnetic filmstock) on the same machine. It is
compact, extremely portable and synchronisation is assured at all times.
For a number of years, however, the choice has been fairly small, being
divided between the British Dominus and the French Sonoclub. The two
machines are completely different in styling and application.
The Dominus
The Dominus, with which many readers will be fairly familiar,
has the traditional tape recorder design with the projector added to the
other side. It can of course be used as a tape recorder in its own right
separately from the projector. It has the following main features: tape
speeds of 3J and yj i/s, projection speed t6 fps, superimpose control,
forward and reverse running, fast rewind. Weight 33 lbs. Sprocketed
capstans can be fitted for perforated tape. Through the past few years
the Dominus has gained a good reputation as a mobile 8 mm. cinema and
recording studio in backward countries, working with the Bayflex
back-projection unit, but it doesn't seem to have caught on so much
over here as a double-band projector. This is probably because many
people thought it over-priced at £120, but even so it is still cheaper than
most 8 mm. mag/stripe machines and the least expensive in the doubleband range.
The Sonoclub (available in G.B.) is of conventional projector design
and the tape spools are carried at the rear of the machine. As with the
Dominus, the tape recording mechanics can be used separately but with
only the one speed of 7J i/s. In spite of the single speed, the tape recording side is very versatile, including 3 heads for top and bottom track
recording for music and effects and for mixing with a commentary on
the centre track. Erasing of a previous recording is possible from 0-100%,
permitting perfect superimposing. Facilities are provided for using
perf. tape or fully coated 16 mm. filmstock. The price of the Sonoclub
is £290 (with Xenon arc £380).
These two models are now augmented by the very fine Siemens
projector. This machine had been available for a number of years in a
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Although the system is complete with this addition of a tape
recorder, Siemens have introduced their own amplifier. This normally
fits under the projector, making.one compact unit of the three parts;
but it can be used apart from the other two stages if desired. It costs
£71 tos. and contains the following main features:
Superimposing of additional effects, commentary or music at
correct volume to a recording already made on the magnetic
filmstock.
Mixer inputs for microphone and record player.
Built-in recording interlock to prevent accidental erasure.
Neon volume indicator.
Headset jack for monitoring recording level.
Jack for radio or additional amplifier.
Frequency response at t8 fps: 70-7,000 c/s. 24 fps: 70-9,000 c/s.
Flutter less than 0-5%.
The three units in what Siemens fondly describe as their "building
block principle" cost together £239 10s. which is about £25 more than
the dearest 8 mm. stripe projector. A carrying case, however, costs an
extra £30, but I should imagine this to be an essential if any sort of
mobile projection is planned, for the three units together weigh, 1
should think, about 40 lbs.
Using the Siemens
Now, just what is possible with this system ? In the first place, it
is obvious that recording to picture is a simple matter for as the picture
comes up and, the cue mark flashes on the screen so can the related
effect be laid in sync. As with magnetic stripe, if the picture is hit late
with the commentary then it either has to be just left that way or rerecorded. With the Siemens, adjustment of track to picture can be
effected from one frame to as many as you like by simply re-lacing the
{Continued on page 18)

SOUND AND CINE—continued
magnetic film in its sprockets. This is an important facility for it means
that you can go on from there to the re-adjusting of separate sections
along the track. You can fit the first section to match its visuals, mark
up sound and picture and then go on to re-adjust the following section
and so on. When all the sections are correctly marked to sync., the
superfluous frames can be spliced out between the cue marks, resulting
in a perfectly synchronised soundtrack to one frame. This means that
pace in sound cutting is possible within certain limitations. The limitations, surely, being that the whole track is assembled on the projector
and that the series of sounds which are laid first must serve as a pilot
track for all subsequent superimpositions.
With extra apparatus there is no need to accept these limitations,
for sound editing is possible and track reading or frame counting can
be carried out on the bench. One of the many interesting things that
can be done away from the projector is, for example, the breaking down
of the track into beats so that the visuals can be matched to it for the
purpose of "Micky Mousing".
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As far as I know, there is no 8 mm. sound editing apparatus available on the market but there are many useful accessories that can be
adapted with a minium of effort.
I have lately been experimenting with a Thomas 16 mm. Frame
Counter linked to a professional two-way synchroniser in breaking
down soundtracks for cartoons. The Thomas Frame Counter costs £5
retail and is supplied by Eight-Sixteen Products Ltd., 115 Baltimore
Road, Birmingham 22B, and is a useful little unit
The Counters (Eight-Sixteen also do a Seconus Counter and can
supply a sprocket for Cinetapc A) are primarily intended to be used with
a viewer/editor, and are fitted with a to-tooth sprocket and a pair of
film guide rollers and are supplied for 8 or 16 mm., but not dual-gauge.
The film can be laced either over or under the sprocket, depending on
the direction of film travel. The 4-figure-in-line counter reads every
ten frames, the individual frame being indicated on the dial round the
sprocket. If the sprocket on the counter is removed, you are left with a
jV in. diameter shaft which may be coupled to a synchroniser by intermediate gearing. As a matter of interest, the small plastic gears available
at model shops arc useful for experiments in this line.
The sprocket on the Frame Counter permits the addition of an
extra magnetic head, either plugged into a tape recorder or functioning
through something like the Wal transistorised Hi-Gain pre-amplifier,
for there is enough room for it to be fitted without it interfering with
the normal run of the Counter. When the first magnetic trackreaders
appeared they had sprung heads so that the reading heads would always
maintain very close contact with the film. Now, it is recognised that it is
not necessary to apply tension and most modem trackreaders have
heads which just lie on the soundtrack and for the purpose of reading
beats this system is quite adequate.
The home-made 8 mm. trackreader can therefore be constructed
with little trouble or expense (it is a general rule in Cine that the more
ambitious you are, the more it will cost you) and will give good results
for sprocketed tape or 8 mm. magnetic film. For 8 mm. mag stripe,
however, it would require a little precision engineering but it could be
done without heartbreak or great expense.
The Frame Counter has at least one more application for doubleband. It can be used as a read-out counter for placing commentary
while the projector is running. It could be mounted on some sort of
platform so that the film could pass over it from the bottom projector
sprocket to the take-up. Conversely, intermediate gearing could be
fitted to get a drive from the projector itself and the Counter turned so
that the digits would be visible from the commentary box or position.
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IRISH
—the recording tape that gives the finest fidelity
possible. How? Through the unique Ferrosheen
process. Exclusive to Irish tape, this process
produces a mi rror-smooth surface to a magnetic tape
with distinct technical advantages to satisfy even
the most meticulous professional. The Ferrosheen
process makes for exceptional high frequency
response (due to precise perfection of tape/head
contact)... head wear is minimal... external
lubrication unnecessary —less oxide abrasion, no
lubricant build-up on recorder head... minimum
drop out... maximum reduction of background
noise. Your Irish Tape stockist, and other details
including technical data, from A. C. Farnell Ltd.
Hereford House, Vicar Lane, Leeds 2 Tel: 35111.

I'FERROSHEEN1 and 'Signature Binding' are registered
trade marks of Orradio Industries Inc., Opelika, Alabama.
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tape that reached me from Tasmania. I think tfie last syllables of that
country's name just about sum it up.
Surely the first thought, before getting down to the job of tape
posting, should be: "I must tell so-and-so about such and such"—not,
"I want to send a tape: who can I send it to ?" For there is no doubt at
all that the recording of a tape letter is a real art—almost more so than
the writing of a letter was in the bygone days. Good dictation is an
art, and that is a sensible prelude to the more difficult business of tape
letter writing. In other words, the mere possession of a tape recorder
and some spools of tape and some spare time does not ensure a good
product. On the contrary, it is this very combination, coupled with an
over-abundance of enthusiasm, which is responsible for most of the
bad products. If half the available enthusiasm can be diverted into
effort to acquire the art, then a very marked and rapid improvement
will result.
For the would-be tape poster I can suggest nothing more useful
than a quiet hour, alone with a microphone. And of that hour I suggest
that at least the first fifteen minutes can be profitably used in silent
thought. The very first exercise should be to tell oneself a story—not a
"joke", but an account of something that has happened—just as one
would tell it to a friend in the room. Next, play it back and ask (and
answer honestly) would that be interesting if my friend had recorded
it for me ? There should be no ers and urns in it. No pauses, because the
fifteen minutes of thought should have been followed by a rehearsal
telling of the story without the recorder. The subject matter is of no
initial importance. This is practice. And after several such sessions,
armed with pencilled notes to help continuity, the time will come when
there is really an urge to pick up the microphone and, without hesitation,
to say . . . ". "George, I have just realised why you couldn't gel your car
to start the other night . .
There are many people who look down the proverbial nose at the
tape letter. But there are very many of these people who would adopt
the medium gladly if they were to spend time on acquiring the art. I
was visiting a friend some while back when he said suddenly, "just a
moment. I think you would like to hear this," and he switched on his
recorder. A voice said: "John, I wonder if you would like to give this
problem a bit of thought for me." And it continued by outlining an
experiment which had ended up with a frustrating obstacle. "It could
be caused by so-and-so, but I've tried that without success, etc., etc."
"I've found the answer, I think," said my friend," and I'm just
about to pull his leg and tell him what a nitwjt he is!" I listened to the
reply that was recorded, and admired it. Apparently this form of tape
memorandum passed quite regularly between the two friends, both of
them electronic research workers. It is in its way a Very true modern
counterpart of the intelligent, well-written letters which passed between
people in the old, pre-electronic days, exchanging views, asking for
advice, and including really worthwhile items of news.
Lest it should be thought, from all that I have written, that I am
directing a sneer at the growing movement of tape exchanges—the
equally modem counterpart of the not yet out-moded "pen friends"
clubs—-let me say emphatically that I am not. Indeed, I can well
understand the sense of adventure that prompts this, and I can equally
well imagine the pleasure that it brings to many people. My point is,
or should be, a perfectly clear one. It is that far too many people arc
destroying something potentially bright and useful by thinking—as
with all too many things these days—that everything happens by pressing a button. It does not.
Relatively few people write letters because they want to put an
envelope in the post box. Fewer still write long letters about nothing.
An effort is required, and there is nearly always an urge to tell something,
or to ask something, before the effort is made. So should it be with the
tape memorandum or letter. But the tape recorder can make things too
easy, so the potential tape poster should think first, and then think
again—and then, if there is nothing to talk about, put the lid back and
wait till there is.
hi/: raft' srahraoh

THERE is a new disease at large today. It has not a pet name, and I
will not attempt to give it one, but it is very closely associated with
other, horrible, recently coined names which cover the activities of tape
letter senders. It is the practice of recording and posting spools of
useless nonsense, under the heading of "Tape Letters". Now, having
got so far, I am aware that I have already invited the wrath of many
people who post these "tape letters"; so may I close this introductory
paragraph with the reminder that I have specifically referred to "spools
of useless nonsense". If the cap does not fit, do not wear it 1
I often receive spools of recorded tape from friends abroad, and I
enjoy listening to them. I return the compliment, and I sincerely hope
that what I send is as interesting as what I receive. But I have often
suffered the impact of tapes which deserve the description in the
previous paragraph; and this is what I want to write about first, for
I am certain that I am not alone in the matter. Let me give just one
example.
Some three months ago a box arrived from Tasmania. It contained
a seven-inch tape spool and a short note from an acquaintance I had
last seen in London some two years back. The note said: "I hope you
will like this recording. Please record something else on it and let me have
it back." I found time to play it recently, when I was away from work
and in bed. It was full to overcrowding on both tracks with music
dubbed from gramophone discs, with occasional remarks about the
very ordinary domestic type equipment that was being used to make
the recording. Now, why on earth was it necessary for this person to
inflict that lot on me—or on anyone else for that matter ? What a waste
of time. What a waste of energy. What a waste of postage.
I think it is time for a lot of people to get this whole business of
tape-sending into proper perspective, so let us examine it from what
seems to be a sensible beginning—the art of letter writing.
The post, today, is a very different kettle of fish from the post of
about a century ago. Commerce has seen to that. So has the telephone,
and the aeroplane, and everything else that has contrived to kill distance
between remote points and close friends. A century ago, when a person
sat down to write a letter to a friend it was an event that held real
significance. It was usually preceded by a planning of the sequence in
which the items of news should be told. It was also an effort, for the
labour of writing many pages in a good, legible handwriting, and with
not always friendly nibs and ink, took care and patience. The news
value of such letters, then judged by today's standards, may appear
trivial; but in those days, remember, with the distance between, say,
London and Bath a considerable barrier, it really meant something to
Cousin Anne to learn that Tibby had a litter of six tortoise-shell kittens,
and that the postman's wife had won the first prize for her marrow at
the local fete. Much more important, however, was the art of telling
the story—of stringing together a chain of events.
Going a stage further, let us consider the masterpieces of letterwriting which have been preserved and published in recent years.
Many of these collections have given us a valuable insight to the
characters of well-known people who wrote to each other in order to
describe the nature and details of their work, and to ask for advice
on this and that. And now, with those very vital thoughts in mind, let
us have a look at the possibilities of the new medium—tape. How is it
abused ? How can it be properly used ?
Just imagine, for a minute or two, the tremendous appreciation of
a Victorian who had on the writing desk a tape recorder and a microphone; and then think of the unbelievable excitement that would have
greeted the arrival of a recorded voice by post. Think of those things
against a background in which there were no telephones or motor-cars.
Now think again of the average "tape message spool", and think
of it against the modem background which does contain every modern
distraction and time and detail killer. Depending upon the amount of
thought expended to fill the demands of the last two paragraphs, the
reactions should be interesting! And, for final emphasis, throw in the
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A PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONE AT A POPULAR PRICE
The STC 4118 is a light-weight, tubular, omni-directional, moving coil microphone offering high performance
at a very moderate price. It is eminently, suitable for use with loudspeaker amplifying equipment and for
recording speech and music. The microphone is designed for amateur and professional use. The 4118 can
be fitted to desk or table stands, held in the hand, or worn as a neck microphone, either with a neck halter
or a clothing clip. A length of thin, flexible PVC insulated, screened cable is provided, Abbreviated
Technical Data—Frequency range: lOOc/s to 15kc/s. Impedance: 200 ohms (50,000 ohms to order). Sensitivity:
-65dB ref. 1 volt.dyne cm2 (50,000 ohms type). -80dB volt/dyne/cm2 (200 ohm type). Polar response: Omnidirectional. STC are suppliers of microphones to the BBC, ITA contractors and overseas broadcasting
administrations. At a cost of £4.19.6d. (plus 3/6d. p. & p.) this microphone is available only from: Standard
Telephones and Cables Limited, Electro-Mechanical Division, West Road, Harlow, Essex. Telephone
Harlow 21341. Telex 81184.
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hole-in-the-middle. But for people who play their tape recorders via a
sterogram or who are compelled to place the loudspeakers rather close
together, this tape will show its channel separation to advantage.
Returning to mono, we have Gather Round on WRC TT316,
featuring Tennessee Emie Ford singing 18 songs accompanied by a
small band. This American singer covers a remarkably wide range of
songs very effectively, going from folk/traditional (Barbara Alien,
Grandfather's Clock), through farming songs and ordinary anecdotal
and love songs, to almost (but not quite) modem "pop". It is all beautifully done, with tasteful and well played instrumental accompaniment.
For unabashed sentiment without slush we particularly liked Black
is the Colour of my True Love's Hair and First Bom—this is a delightful
tape.

A N opera, a musical, jazz dance-music, cha-cha dance-music, a
folk-pop singer, pure jazz and a piano recital—these make up our
selection this month, comprising five 3} i/s mono tapes and one 7J i/s
stereo.
The first mono is World Record Club TT2carrying songs from
The Threepenny Opera and Irma La Douce. Performers are Stella
Moray, Mike Sammes and his singers, Mary Preston, John Huw Davics,
Grahame Laver, Ruth Little and the New World Show Orchestra under
Alan Braden.
The Threepenny Opera is one of the results of the collaboration
between musician Kurt Weill and dramatist Berthold Brecht (in English
translation here); from the same source came the City of Mahogany and
Seven Deadly Sins. The Threepenny Opera is a barely disguised satirical
protest set in the dismal semi-slum society of Germany in the 1920s;
it is between an opera and play in character and the influence of jazz,
Stravinsky and others is apparent. The Overture and nine songs are
recorded here, including Mack the Knife ■, the items are well-sung and
convey something of the hard down-to-earth flavour of the work—the
recording is clear and clean.
Irma La Douce, on the other track, is a bitter-sweet French show
with music by Marguerite Monnot and lyrics by Alexandre Breffort
(also in translation). This, for English listeners, is very French, with its
nostalgic accordian music. The Overture and five set-pieces are included, and apart from Grahame Laver, whose style is rather too
ponderously English, the songs are well put over.
Less engaging, but quite suitable for party background music, etc.,
is In a Sentimental Mood on WRC TT189. This features Jimmy Hamilton (clarinet), Paul Gonsalves (tenor sax), John Anderson (trumpet),
Mitchell ("Bootie") Wood, Britt Woodman and Dave Wells (baritone
horns), Jimmy Rowles (piano), Sam Wood yard (drums) and Aaron Bell
(bass). Ten pieces, mostly played in modem jazz style and suitable
for dancing, are competently played and clearly recorded.
Also for dancing, but recorded vividly with a wide frequency
range and great "punch" in stereo at 7J i/s (}-track), is Dance Tempo
Cha Cha Cha on Crown ST 123 (available from Teletape). This features
Manuel Rivera and his Orchestra playing ten pieces in cha-cha rhythm;
this is good solid "slick beat" music performed with great precision
and aplomb in the best American tradition. The stereo is also very
American, however, having been produced with widely spaced microphones and no cross-mixing—consequently there is rather a gaping

From sentiment to uninhibited noise and energy in the form of
two famous jazz drummers "battling it out". Gene Krupa meets Buddy
Rich on WRC TT248, and they are supported by Flip Phillips and
Illinois Jacquet (tenor sax's), Dizzy Gillespie and Roy Eldridge (trumpets), Ray Brown (bass), Herb EUis (guitar) and Oscar Peterson (piano).
These two drummers are almost classic exponents of the art—Krupa,
particularly, is a real old-timer, having been with Benny Goodman in
the pre-war swing days. Five extended pieces show that some jazz men
can keep going long after anyone else would collapse with exhaustion.
These are really showpieces for the two drummers, and they certainly
show terrific fire and energy, but they receive virtuoso support from the
other players, any listener who likes the tension of sustained high
pressure rhythm wiU enjoy this tape.
Our last tape takes us to quite the opposite musical extreme in
the form of gentle and expressive piano playing by Shura Chcrkassky
on WRC TT247. The programme consists of Sonata in B flat by
dementi, Schumann's Der Contrabandiste (arranged for piano by
Tausig), Consolation No. 3 in D flat major and Grande Etudes de Paganini,
No. 3 in G sharp minor by Liszt, and Scherzo No. 3 in C sharp minor,
Barcarolle in F sharp major, Nocturne in F minor, and Waltz in E minor
by Chopin.
All the many moods and styles are well expressed; the Clementi
is very attractive and most people will recognise the Liszt Paganini Etude
as La Campanella. The recording is satisfactory for playing on a small
tape recorder, but wide-range equipment shqws up a slight "fizziness".
Otherwise the piano tone is very natural.
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By GRAHAM BALMAIN

—THE RECORDING CHANNEL

noise on the tape. The effect may be visible on the recording level
meter. The cause is generally insufficient or unintelligent HT decoupling between stages, or too good an amplifier response at low
frequencies. Beyond saying that increasing smoothing capacitors and/or
decreasing coupling capacitors may work a cure, this subject can hardly
be pursued here.
Ultrasonic signals can arise either from self-oscillation of the
recording amplifier at a high frequency or from interaction between
some external interfering source and the bias/erase oscillator. The
former is usually accompanied by severe signal distortion and its cure
is a matter of finding the fault. Again, the condition may be detected
by a reading on the recording level meter, this time a steady one.
Preventing interference between external sources and the bias/
erase oscillator usually involves examining the screening and earthing
of the recorder and its input leads, and also, wherever possible, of the
source of interference. Again, the possible conditions and cures are too
many to be examined here.
Some conditions akin to these may actually produce interference
within the audio range, cither in the form of a steady tone or as vague
but irritating twitterings at the treble end of the range.
The latter is a sure sign cither of excessive high frequency content
in the audio input or of an insufficiently high bias frequency. Under
these conditions, ultrasonic harmonics of the high audio frequency
signals react with the bias frequency to produce various beat tones,
Cb
II
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I HE removal of unwanted hum and noise from the playback
chain sometimes reveals that some from the recording amplifier
is being recorded on the tape. Recorded hum is most likely to arise
cither in the microphone amplifier or, oddly enough, in the output
stage or the HF ease/bias oscillator. Localise the source first. If the
hum (or noise) is controlled by the recording gain setting, then it
obviously comes from the input stagc(s), and these can easily be dealt
with according to the suggestions in the first two parts of this series.
Since there is no bass boost in microphone amplifiers, signal-to-humand-noisc ratios of 70-100 dB can readily be achieved if necessary.
Should the recording gain control have little or no effect then
some or all of the hum must arise elsewhere (apart from gross faults,
wideband noise is hardly likely to be troublesome outside the microphone amplifier). Shorting the signal output between the feed capacitor
C and the head scries resistor R (see X in fiig. 9) will remove hum
due to the output stages—for temporary test purposes only, of course—
and anything remaining must be due to the HF oscillator. In cither
case there is likely to be too much ripple on the HT supply line; this is
usually curable by increasing smoothing capacitances.
However, it may be difficult to increase smoothing of the oscillator
supply without upsetting the "anti-click" switching arrangements,
especially if that switching is in the HT line. In this case look first for
faults if the hum is really bad: the oscillator valve, for instance, or
insufficient main HT smoothing. Otherwise, establish whether the
hum is recorded via the erase head or the record head, by lifting the
tape off the former for a moment (use pre-crascd tape, of course).
About the last expedient available now is to tune either or both heads
as necessary; but more of that later.
Recorded Noise
A common trouble is excessive noise on the tape which has
apparently no cause in the recording channel—no audible cause,
anyway. Such noise is distinctively rougher than simple recorded
amplifier noise, sometimes quite bubbly. There are several possibilities,
falling into two main groups: AC—excited noise, and that caused by
direct magnetisation of the tape.
AC noise is, in fact, always present on tape under the name of
"modulation noise" or the "noise behind the signal", whether or not
the signal is of an audible frequency. Normally it is obscured by the

FIG IO.
Fig. 10. Typical resonant feed circuits for low-impendance erase head and
high-impedance record head. Resonant combinations shown by dolled
lines; erase in series, record in parallel.
some of them audible. There are only two cures. One is to ensure
that the bias frequency is at least four or five times that of the highest
useful audio input frequency, either by restricting the input bandwidth
or by raising the bias frequency. The other is to reduce the recording
level, since the effect is associated with the onset of tape overloading.
DC Noise
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Probably the most common cause of excessive tape noise is DC
magnetisation, and it can often be eliminated simply by demagnetising
the deck and heads regularly as described in Part I. Heads do become
magnetised accidentally for various reasons: switching surges, sudden
transient signal peaks, removing the signal input abruptly instead of
fading down, uncontrolled oscillator switching, and so on. But if DC
magnetisation persists in spite of everything then there is probably a
direct current through the erase or record head or a DC component
in the erase/bias supply.

= ERASE

Cf
h
AUDIO OUTPUT

FIG.9

RECORDERS

BIAS/ERASE
OSCILLATOR

Fig. 9. Possible DC leakage paths, causing high background noise on tape,
through Co, Cf, Cb, and Ce.
programme which produces it, but infra- or ultrasonic signals obviously
cannot do so: hence the "noise-without-a-causc".
Infrasonic signals are most likely to be low frequency self-oscillations of the amplifier—"motor-boating"—which are sometimes audible
and sound like amplified heartbeats or like the thudding science-fication
background noises heard on radio or TV. If otherwise inaudible, they
produce a corresponding "whoosh, whoosh, whoosh" background

An explicit direct current through a head must obviously be
due to a direct leakage path. Fig. 9 shows some of the possibilities
with faulty or unsuitable capacitors, which are the most likely causes.
Capacitors used in these positions must be good paper types (for audio
stages) or mica (for bias/erase feeds) of at least sufficient voltage rating,
and the higher the belter, according to the space available. Remember
that a leakage DC of only one-thousandth of the normal audio current
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Fig. II. Push-Pull Oscillator for eraselbias supplies. Frequency about
8o Kcjs when loaded. Half-primary inductances 5-10 mH, equal within 1%.
Fig. 12. Waveforms across 470 ohm cathode resistor of oscillator (fiig. 11):
(a) incorrect, (b) correct, obtained by adjusting 250 K balancing pot
will cause an appreciable rise in tape noise. With modem high-impedance recording heads this means that leakages of hundredths of microamperes may cause trouble.
Erase heads are not nearly so susceptible—hundredths of milliampercs and above will be needed to raise the tape noise—and ferrite
types do not become permanently magnetised at all, of course. Although
permanent head-magnetisation is not a requirement for causing noise,
these heads do remove the necessity for demagnetising the erase head
on most modem machines.
Heads which receive bias and erase supplies via HF transformers
cannot experience direct leakage from those suppliers unless the
transformer has a leakage path. It could happen, but I have never met
one yet.
The tape may still experience an effective direct magnetisation,
even though no direct leakage path exists, by virtue of asymmetry in
the bias/erase supply waveform. Most single-ended valve oscillators
produce some even-harmonic waveform distortion (which causes
the asymmetry), but how much actually appears in the bias and erase
current waveforms—current being the important quantity here—
depends critically on the overall design of the oscillator and feed
circuits.
Tuning the heads at the bias/erase frequency is often very helpful,
although arriving at suitable capacitor values and deciding whether
to use series or parallel resonance may be difficult and cannot be done
safely without the help of a cathode ray oscillograph to check current
waveforms. Tuning the heads, particularly the erase, will usually
lower the oscillator frequency, and this may involve raising the unloaded oscillator frequency to arrive at the correct value with the tuned
load connected. Too much or too little tuning capacitance may cause
peculiar unwanted modes of oscillation. Series resonance is best used
where the head impedance is high compared to the oscillator output
source impedance; parallel resonance where it is comparable or lower.
The current magnification in resonated ferrite erase heads is generally
about ten times, and in radio-metal erase heads two or three times, so
some extra control may be needed to restore suitable current values.
Fig. 10 shows a typical resonant feed circuit for a low-impedance
erase head and a high-impedance record head; the actual circuit
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arrangement and values will obvious depend on the particular oscillator
and heads used.
Inexperienced readers are strongly advised to consult the makers
of the heads before embarking on this sort of exercise. And please
note, if you are trying to reduce recorded hum by resonating heads,
that only series resonance is effective for the purpose.
A very powerful method of reducing bias/erase waveform asymmetry (and also recorded hum due to HT ripple) is by using a push-pull
oscillator, in which even-harmonic products tend to cancel out. A
simple and economical circuit is shown in fig. 11 and recommended
to home constructors. The coil should have two equal half-primary
windings with the secondary between. If a ferrite core is fitted it should
be locked firmly in the position which gives equal half-primary inductances, or removed entirely. Any attempt to tune the oscillator by moving
the core will unbalance the half-primaries and cause waveform
asymmetry.
The primary/secondary ratio will depend on the heads used
(consult the makers!) and should be such as to reflect a load of some
50-100 K across the valve anodes from all secondary loads, with
tuning. Unless the secondary is suitably tapped, the heads must be
chosen so that the tuned erase head requires a voltage drive about
twice that needed across the record head, or no control of the bias
current will be possible.
The 250 K potentiometer is adjusted to balance the outputs from
the two valves for the best waveform symmetry, either by listening for
minimum tape background noise or, with a CRO across the 470 ohm
cathode resistor, making alternate cathode current peaks equal (see
fig. 12). This adjustment may need trimming if any circuit changes arc
made subsequently.
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Optacord 414 Recorders are noted for their superb
reproduction. But like all portable recorders, they
rely on a constant level voltage supply for sustained
quality. Small wonder, then, that Loewe Opta recommend
MALLORY Manganese batteries. For they not only
last many, many times longer, they deliver their
power uniformly too—eliminating those distortion
troubles that occur when ordinary batteries tire.

I

How is this possible?
MALLORY Manganese batteries are based on
an entirely new system, capable of providing
far more energy than the conventional
system in any of its forms.
They can supply heavy, continuous currents without need
for rest. They can lie idle for two years or more without
losing energy, without leaking, without corroding.
Powerful MALLORY batteries will fit your portable
recorder. Give it the lasting performance it deserves—ask
for MALLORY batteries by name when replacement time
comes round. You'll be pleased you made the change'.

MallorY

for new ideas in batteries

MALLORY BATTERIES LIMITED CRAWLEY SUSSEX Crawley 26041
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No. 26—Telefunken 75-15, 76

by H. W. Hellyer

A GROWING number of readers request information on the
Telefunken machines. From their remarks, it would seem that
there is a prejudice against Continental design, and a fear that in the
event of failure, spares would be hard to get, and expensive. They are
suspicious of these models, which may be offered at what seem reasonable prices on the second-hand market, and want more information
before risking those hard-earned savings.
Prejudice Against Continental Design
Let us squash one prejudice immediately: Messrs. Welmec Corporation Ltd., (Lonsdale Chambers, 27 Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2) have been distributing the Telefunken range in this country
for a number of years. They are the sole distributors, and their outlets
are well established. From personal experience, 1 can say that their
technical advisors are always most helpful, and the spares situation is no
more difficult than with home-produced equipment.
As to value for money: this is not the place for a review, or a comparison of designs. If Continental design appears over-fussy to some
correspondents, it may be only the result of judging the ambitious
construction of the machines marketed in this country, and forgetting
that a whole world of different models never crosses the Channel. When
buying any second-hand machine, one can only consider first, the points
mentioned above, and next the condition of the actual piece of equipment. Articles have appeared before in these pages on choosing and
buying second-hand tape recorders, and although there is much I
would like to argue on the subject, this is not the place to say more than:
never buy without trying. Test the "bargain" thoroughly; the tiny
knock or the hint of harshness may well betoken a deep-seated, quite
incurable fault. The best bargain is the machine put aside by the owner
who is graduating to something better.
The Basic Machine
Which brings us, by devious routes perhaps, to our brief. The
Telefunken yj-ry is one of the "basic" machines in the Welmec range.
Many enthusiasts cut their teeth on the 75 and have now gone on to the
77, Sy, S9, etc., leaving behind them a machine that is perhaps four or
five years old and still capable of results comparable to new machines
at twice the price.
To sum up the specifications: this is a two-speed machine, 3} and
15 i/s, with 5 J in. spools. (The earlier model, the 75, had smaller spools,
but was similar in most other respects. The later model, the 76, is a
| -track machine. Other differences between these and the earlier models
are the replacement of the EM71, an exclamation mark type of magic
eye, with a conventional EM84, and the separation of the input selector
from the volume control and on-off switch. A transistorised prc-

amplifier stage is added, and parallel playback facility is incorporated
on the 76.)
The model 75-/5 has an EF86 first stage, a dual-triode ECC83
and EL95 output-cum-oscillator. HT is supplied by a B250, contactcooled rectifier, and the single motor is fed from the 165 volt tapping
on the mains transformer for 50 c/s operation. The rewind time for a
full, 5} in. spool, is approximately 40 minutes. Wow and flutter at the
higher speed is given as less than O'4 o, and signal-to-noise ratio better
than 40 dB. The frequency response is sensibly level between 60 c.s
and 16 Kc/s at the higher speed on the 75-/5 and extends to 30 c/s on
the model 76. Inputs are 2 mV into 2 Megohms-microphone, and
2 mV into 50,000 ohms-Rad/PU. Output at the Audio socket is 1-5V
into an 18 K load, or o • 5V into a low impedance earphone, and 2 ■ 5W
to a 3-5 ohm loudspeaker.
Tape Transport System
The mechanical drive system is shown in fig. t. This is drawn in
the Playback position, selected by the appropriate key, which pushes the
small lever A forward and impels the long arm B toward the solenoid S,
which is energised by a separate 25V supply from the mains transformer.
Normal current is 300 mA. The motor is a two-pole, synchronous type.
A flat rubber belt is linked over the pulley MP, two idlers C and D, over
tensioning guide pulleys, and around the speed selector idler £. The
latter is mounted on a disc plate which can be swivelled through t8o
degrees to engage £2, of a lesser diameter for the correct speed drive.
From these idlers, another belt drives the flywheel £ and its capstan,
with which the capstan idler G engages. Another flat belt is coupled
to the capstan pulley and drives the clutch of the right-hand turntable.
Allowance for the difference in speed as the spool fills is made by
letting the belt slip on the capstan spindle, and tension is adjusted by
the running idler H on its angled arm. Note the adjustment screw J
in the pressure lever arm, which sets the position of the angle, and
should be turned for correct take-up torque (actually 70 to too gms.
pull), but not to the extent of its travel. If it is necessary to compensate,
bend the lower part of the tensioning lever a little. Before doing this,
check the inward pressure of the main arm. The pivot is between the
chassis and a bearing support, and is held by three screws. By slackening
these screws, the bearing support can be moved slightly. If a spacer of
o • 3 mm. is available, clamp this between the capstan idler holder and
the lever, compressing the right-hand pressure spring. Then hold the
armature to the solenoid and move the support bracket until the capstan
idler engages correctly. Tighten the screws and note that the return
action of spring K is adequate. When the Quick-Stop button is operated,
the clearance between the solenoid and armature should be 3 5 to 4 mm.
This can be adjusted by bending the small operating lever on the push
button assembly. Note that for fine capstan idler pressure adjustment,
two screws are provided on its mounting bracket. Do not forget to
tighten the lockouts on these after adjustment, or you may end up with
wow.
Another tensioning device will be seen in fi. 1. This is an idler on a
sprung arm /., which keeps the main drive belt at correct tension. It is
important to check both the speed selector swivel disc for correct
positioning and the tension of the spring that is hooked to this arm.
Ingenious Brakes
The braking system of these machines is quite ingenious, depending
on the tape tension for adjustment of pressure to enable even winding.
Part of the assembly is shown in fig. 1. The hub-brake M is pivoted on a
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lever which has a pin at its forward end, over which the tape runs. As
the angle of the tape increases with the growing amount spooled on, so
the pressure on the pin increases. Conversely, the pressure on the feed
spool decreases. Difference in diameter ratio of a full and empty spool
is about 1:3, and this system allows an even pressure over this quite
wide difference, without the need for complicated clutch devices. It
wjll be noted that the actual shape of the brakes follows the wedge
design, familiar to users of Philips machines, for example; this enables
the spools to receive proportionate braking force dependent on the
direction of rotation. From this it follows that brake shape is important
and evidence of wear should be checked if spillage is reported. Note also
that the pivot has an eccentric bush N, which allows a fine adjustment.
For a spot check, load a full spool and hold the tape firmly so that from
the outer turn of the spool it just sits against the nearest tape guide.
The control pin of the brake lever should then just touch the tape.
Fast-wind and rewind are effected by swivelling of the reversing
assembly so that the appropriate idler engages the rubber ring of its
turntable. In the neutral position, the clearances should be equal, and
an adjustment is provided on the arm of selector P. The method of
adjustment is to adjust the spring along the length of this lever, after
slackening the lock screw, then rewinding from empty to full in each
direction, re-adjusting as necessary. Some patience is needed when
making this adjustment, and it should always be done when the machine
is thoroughly warmed up—never on a "cold" machine.
The Recording Heads
The head assembly is completely screened by a flap during Record
and Play. The setting of this flap is important. There are slotted holes in
the plate spring, and two screws securing it. After making any azimuth
changes, remember to check the correct seating of this flap, and note
that on neutralising the mechanism, it springs back clear of the tape
loading aperture.
The azimuth alignment screw is the one to the left of the head,
but the complete head assembly can be adjusted by first removing the
screening shield. Note that the level run of the tape may be altered
slightly by adjustment of the left-hand tape-guide near the capstan. This
is a screwdriver adjustment, but should be made with circumspection.
Note that the speed selector disc is adjustable within small limits
to keep the belt in the middle position of the upper diameter step at
the higher speed. Elongated holes, with screws accessible from beneath
allow adjustment of the bearing bracket. A locking ring on the axle of
the disc limits end play. Remember that the belt alignment also depends
on motor positioning, and it may be necessary to adjust the three nuts
holding the motor, through rubber buffers, to the chassis. These arc
accessible after removing the take-up spool carrier. To do this, first
withdraw the two securing screws and take pff the upper portion, then
take off the grip ring. This allows the lower portion of the turntable
to be lifted from its shaft. Care must be taken with the washer at the
top of the spindle, and it should be noted on reassembly that a clearance
of about a millimetre is necessary between this washer and the grip ring.
Less than this will result in erratic take-up.

TAPE RECORDER or
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

with R-E-W
A friendly welcome awaits you at our new, recently
extended showrooms where you will find a large array of
fine equipment at all price levels. With a comprehensive
service geared to yotfr personal satisfaction we can provide
generous part exchange facilities, immediate delivery and—
if you cannot visit us—a fast and friendly Mail Order
Service. Remember, your guarantee of a better deal is in
the name and reputation of R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd.
MACHINE OF THE MONTH

You're guaranteed
maximum satisfaction
with the R.E.W.
"PLUS FIVE"

*
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PAMPHONIC
REFLECTOGRAPH Type A 105 gns.
A new machine with a redesigned amplifier
giving improved frequency response at all
speeds on both record and playback.
2 speeds; 3] and 7.J i.p.s.
Separate playback amplifier.
V.U. M. Meter Semi-prof.
No interest terms. £11.5.0. deposit
and 12 monthly p'mcnts of £8.5.0.
Also available on H.P. Terms. 1824 months to pay.
Bargain Basement!
We have an unrivalled stock of leading makes
of new and used machines at unbeatable
bargain prices—30%-60% reductions on
original prices! Make a point of asking for
our Special Bargain List,
LOWEST
DEPOSITS

SERVICE
• Generous part
exchange
allowances.
• No interest termslowest deposits.
• Otf-the Shelf
delivery from the
biggest range
under one roof.
• Free servicing and
free delivery.
• Optional personal
insurance.
NO INTEREST
TERMS !
Take your pick from our wide
range and have any machine
you want (or lOTE deposit,
balance twelve months and
no interest charged. (18-24
months H.P. terms also available).
Home demonstrations in the
London area gladly arranged.
By return enquiry service.
Agents for all makes.

Another cause of this fault, not always obvious, is a loosened nylon
sleeve on the capstan itself. The only effective cure is to use a good—but
thinly coated—adhesive. If it is necessary to remove the flywheel
assembly, the head component mounting plate, the right-hand turntable, brake and slipping belt should all be removed and then the capstan
idler lever, by taking off its three screws at the right-hand support. The
capstan shaft bearing has three screws, accessible through holes in the
flywheel. Remove these, and the belt, and the complete assembly can
be withdrawn. On reassembly, the adjustment of the capstan idler lever
should be checked, as outlined previously. Note that this adjustment is
extremely important on this range of machines. Curious faults can
occur through, for example, incorrect solenoid setting. A hum may
be noted, and much fruitless testing can he avoided if the solenoid and
idler lever are first checked.
Electrical adjustments arc few and simple. Normal test bench
procedure requires the use of a screening plate with holes for access to
adjusting points, but the best method of in situ checking is to replay a
good test tape or wide range recording, first set the azimuth alignment
with the left-hand screw, and then check the bias.

CASH FOR YOUR TAPE RECORDER or HI-FI.
Highest cash offers for good equipment...
get in touch today;
CENTRE

Tap© recorders.

R-E-W
(Earlsfield) Ltd.
Mail Order Department
264/266 (TR) Upper Tooting Road,
London. S.W.I7.
Telephone: BALham >710
16

The bias trimmer on the 75-/5 is a single unit, but the 76 has, of
course a separate trimmer for each track. Turning these' clockwise
{Continued on page 33)
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FERGUSON 3024
Q-Cord 203
A SISTER machine to the R119K, reviewed in our November 1963
issue, is the Q-Cord 203. Priced at £34 14s., it is a battery portable
recorder, with a tape speed of 3} i/s. Frequency response is given as
60 c/s to to Kc/s, with o ■ 5 % wow and flutter. Several accessories are
available, including a mains adapter, price £5 5s., a microphone transformer, permitting low-impedance microphones and consequential
long leads to be used with the recorder. Distributor: C. Braddock
Limited, 266 Waterloo Road, Blackpool, Lanes.

UNICORDER SR-F61RT

Ampex Series F-44
A COMPLETE new line of stereo tape recorders, comprising four
* different models for domestic and educational use, has been
announced by Ampex.
Several advances have been made over the Series 1200 which
the F-44 replaces, these include, on the service side, an individual
performance record showing the specification of each machine. A new
hysteresis-synchronous motor has been designed, providing smooth,
quiet operation through a dynamically balanced rotor and fan. The
improved amplifiers now incorporate separate bass and treble controls,
and a hom-type tweeter with crossover network has been added to
the speaker system.
The F-44 l'ne includes the following models:
F-4450: Unmounted for use in custom installations, or in optional
wooden cabinet. Includes playback volume control and microphone
inputs,
F-44S2: Unmounted, for use in components systems with central
volume control. There is no playback volume control.
F-4460: Portable for on-the-spot stereo recordings. Mounted in
carrying case.
F-44 jo: Portable for on-the-spot recording, monitoring, and playback, Has built-in stereo amplifiers and speakers.
Model 2044: Portable, self-contained amplifier and speaker system.
For use with F-44 recorders, AM/FM tuners, or as a portable PA
system.

Unicorder SR-F6IRT
A NEW mains/battery portable tape recorder has been been an^ ^ nounced by Denham & Morley. Made by Standard of Japan the
SR-F6IRT measures 8 x 6J x 3 in. and weighs 6 lbs. The machine
has two speeds, and 3j i/s, and two tracks. Maximum spool size is
3J in. Output power, into a 2j in. internal speaker, is 300 mW. The
microphone supplied is a 400 ohm moving-coil unit. A separate highlevel input is incorporated, requiring an impedance of too K.
The Unicorder can be operated while inside its leather carryingcase; it incorporates fast forward and rewind facilities, and has sockets
for remote control , for which foot switch and microphone with built-in
switch are available. The machine cost: £37 16s. complete with remotecontrol microphone, leather case, recording and mains leads, earphone,
shoulder strap and microphone case. Distributor: Denham & Morley
Limited, Denmore House, 173/175 Cleveland Street, London,
W.i.

Dynatron Specialist 1200
AN interesting new recorder, using the well-known Pamphonic
Tape Deck, is the Specialist 1200. The machine is extremely
versatile, offering such facilities as echo, variable bias, three-channel
internal mixing, and speeds of 33 and 74 i/s. Frequency response at
the faster speed is 50 c/s to 10 Kc/s (±2 dB), 50 c/s to 13 Kc/s
(±3 dB). Response at 33 i/s is 45 c/s to 7-5 Kc/s (±2 dB). Signal-tonoise ratio is given as 50 dB (unweighted including hum). Wow and
flutter is o • 2% RMS at 7J i/s. A J-track recorder, the 1200 takes spools
of up to 8J in. diameter. It is equipped with an automatic stop and has
outputs from head pre-amp and main 3W amplifier. A 10 x 7 in.
Goodmans speaker permits internal monitoring. Separate inputs are
available for three microphones, two high and one low impedance;
modulation level is indicated on a meter. Retail price is £145 19s.
Manufacturer: Dynatron Radio Ltd., St. Peters Road, Furze
Platt, Maidenhead, Berks.

Ferguson 3024
T ATEST addition to the Ferguson range is the 3024 tape recorder.
' Incorporating an entirely new tape-deck, the FTD 4, the recorder
has several interesting facilities. The most unusual, on a domestic
machine of this type, is a pause control built into the microphone.
Also, an automatic stop and superimposition facilities give an added
touch of luxury.
Using various special accessories it is possible to play back stereo
tapes, and to synchronise the recorder with a slide projector. The
3024 operates at tj, 3j and 7}, J-track, and has storage space for the
microphone and connecting leads in its two-tone blue cabinet. The list
price is £34 13s. Manufacturer: Ferguson Radio Corporation,
Upper Saint Martins Lane, London, W.C.2.
27
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RECORDING TAPES

are now available in
beautiful, permanent, easy-access
LIBRARY CASSETTES*

(5", 51", and 7" spools: P.E. 31 Long play,
P.E. 41 Double play and P.E. 65 Triple play)
4^
■^
434
4>4
4^
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If not obtainable from your
local dealer, please write to
AGFA LTD Deer Park Road Wimbledon SW19
giving his name and address.
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EQUIPMENT

REVIEWED
much extreme top and bass at all speeds—a slight "hole-in-the-middle"
effect in terms of frequency response, not stereo placement. At the two
lower speeds quality sounded super wide-range, but not quite clean.
Record-Play tests were excellent at 7J i/s with a better frequency
balance and less of the bass and lop emphasis, but with a little low
frequency tape noise and extreme high frequency tape hiss which
showed that the playback response was still affecting things a bit. At
the two lower speeds, record-play quality was even more obviously
unclean, with intetmodulation products of some kind "clogging up" the
high frequency response. Also "drop outs" were very obvious on the top
track, and these certainly had not been noticed on the play only tests.
. 0/
o/sv:

TRUVOX PD99 STEREO TAPE UNIT
-V

li

O-lf..

57*
_ O-XiJ

Manufacturer's Specification: Reel size: Up to 7 in. diameter.
Tape speeds: yj, 3}, i| i/s. Tracking sense: International top track
left-to-right. Drive: Three motors, including ewemal-rotor capstan
motor driving a heavy balanced flywheel. Drive completely disengaged
in "off" position. Brakes: Mechanical, compensated. Fast wind and
rewind: 1,200 ft. in 60 seconds. Wow and futler: 7^ i/s—better than
0 ■ 1 %; 3 J i/s—better than o • 15 %; 1J i/s—better than o - 25 %. RecordPlay heads: High impedance. Erase heads: Low impedance. Counter:
4 digit. Frequency response: 7J i/s, 40-17,000 c/s. ±2 dB, 3020,000 c/s ±4 dB. 3j i/s, 40-10,000 c/s ±2 dB. 40-12,000 c/s ± 4 dB.
1 j i/s 60-8,000 c/s ± 3 dB. Hum: Less than 45 dB. Signal noise ratio:
Better than 50 dB. Input 1: Microphone, 1-4 mV at 2 2 M. Input 2:
Radio/PU, 150 mV at 500 K. Output: Across 100 ohms. Oscillator
frequency: 62 Kc/s. Recording level indicators: Meters. Price:
£82 19s. Manufactured by Truvox Ltd., Neasden Lane, London,
N.W.10.
•
♦
•
THIS stereo tape unit is designed to be incorporated in a Hi-Fi
system, as it contains no loudspeakers or power amplifiers of its
own. The deck and pre-amplifiers are mounted on a dark wooden
plinth which blends unobtrusively with other equipment. The deck
is the new Model 90, which replaces the Model 80 reviewed in the July
issue of this magazine. The action of the keys is much lighter due to a
change of shape and the provision of a finger plate which allows the
keys to be operated by a squeezing action rather than a push.
A Novel Feature
A novel feature is a splicing block mounted on the underside of
a flap which opens to give access to the heads. When the flap is folded
back the block is in precisely the right place for quick and easy splicing,
and is hidden when the lid is closed.
The control panel is separate from the deck, with clearly numbered
edge-type mixing controls for the two channels grouped in the centre,
flanked by Record-Play push keys with neat little red and green indicator lamps to indicate the state of the circuits. The two microphone
input jacks are on the extreme left, and the two edge-type record level
meters and line output switches are to the right. Phono type sockets for
line outputs and RPU inputs are sited in a cut-out on the right side of
the cabinet.
Subjective Tests
The machine was loaded with mono and stereo tapes of known
performance and careful listening tests carried out through wide-range
speakers and power amplifiers. The first impression was of slightly too

o-2'/
I7/? 'Is
F/<? 1

1 sec

At no time was there any suspicion of speed unsteadiness. A
sustained musical note sounded dead on pitch although there was this
constant feeling of slight roughness. I can usually recognise the effects
of under-biassing, overmodulation or various types of tape flutter,
but this was different, and I proceeded with my measurements with
some interest to try and uncover the exact cause of the trouble.
Fig. 1 shows the fluttergrams or pen recordings of short-term
speed variations at the three tape speeds. It will be seen immediately
that the flutter is well above the specification at all speeds and at the
two lower speeds in particular it has an almost completely random
quality which prevents it being recognised as "gargle" or "warble",
symptomatic of cyclic speed variations due to rotating parts of the tape
drive mechanism. It is this random frequency modulation of the high
frequencies which is responsible for the roughness noticed at the two
lower speeds. The July review of a recorder using the type 80 deck had
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INTERESTED

IN

MONEY?

Want the best in Tape Recorders and Hi-Fi without
wasting your money? Object to paying high interest rates? Object to paying for
servicing? Tried Howard Tape Recorders?
You can buy from us on FREE H.P. TERMS UP TO 18
MONTHS ★ You pay NOTHING for delivery, anywhere in the U.K.
You pay
NOTHING for servicing in the first 12 months
You get special cash terms
You
deal with the biggest Tape Recorder Specialists in the country, who have sold more
machines over the last 10 years than any other dealer, for one simple reason—WE
GIVE YOU THE BEST TERMS YOU CAN GET.
Think we are lying? Go on, risk 3d.—write or phone us now for free brochures and full details
of all our offers. If we don't convince you. we'll buy you a new straight-jacket—you deserve it.
218 HIGH ST.
BROMLEY
KENT
RAVensbourne 4000/4477

HOWARD
TAPE

RECORDERS
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Equipment Reviewed—(continued)
shown excellent wow and flutter figures, and I therefore looked to see
what differences there were between the type 80 and type 90 decks.
Removing the head cover revealed one very obvious difference: the
individual head pads had been replaced by a long block of foam rubber,
faced with a fabric ribbon, and I would guess that there is some "stick
and release" effect, or resonance between the tape tension and the
rather "live" foam, which is particularly affecting the central record
head (separate record and play heads are fitted to ease switching problems and to allow cross-recording from trade to track witljout trouble
from bias break through).
Test tapes recorded to the CCIR too, 200 and 400 microsecond
time constants were used to plot the responses shown in fig. 2. The
sohd curves are for the top track, and the dotted curves for the bottom
track. Agreement between top and bottom track responses was very
close, but both showed the bass and top rise noticed in the listening
tests. Readings were fairly steady on the top track, but there was a very
slow wander in level of about plus or minus 1 dB which seemed to be
due to up and down movement of the tape caused by the pressure pad
system.
System-noise and hum was only 28 dB below test-tape level on the
bottom track and 30 dB below test-tape level on the top track at 7J i/s.
The difference is due to the extreme low-note equalisation in the two
channels, and both hiss and hum are exaggerated by the boost at the
extremes of the response range.
I
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RECORD-PLAY RESPONSES

soldering iron bits
The world-famous copper loaded
alloy containing 5 cores of noncorrosive flux, that saves the
soldering iron bit. Ersin Multicore
Solder Is also available in high
tin quality alloys. 60 40 in 22 s.w.g.
for printed circuits, transistors,
etc.
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SAVBIT ALLOY

s,

THE HANDY
DISPENSER
Easy to find in the tool
box—simpleto use, Virtually a third hand for
tricky soldering jobs.15
feet 5-core 18 s.w.g,
ERSIN MULTICORE
SAVBIT alloy inacontinuouscoil used direct
from free-standing
dispenser. 2/6 each

SAVBIT SIZE 1 CARTON
Contains approximately 45 feet of 18
s.w.g. SAVBIT. It
is also supplied in
14 s.w.g. and 16
s.w.g. Obtainable
from radio and electrical stores. 5/- each
BIB WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER
Strips insulation
without nicking
CD
wire, cuts wire
cleanly, adjustable
to most thicknesses.
Splits extruded plastic twin flex. 3/6 each

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS ■ HEMEL HEMPSTEAD - HERTS. (B0XM00R 3636)
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The record play response of fig. 3 show peaks and dips which shift
down the spectrum as the tape speed is reduced; these are caused by
the short pole-face heads used in this recorder (see July review and my
article in April '62 issue). The high frequency roll-off (compared to the
play-only responses of fig. 2) indicates that bias is near optimum at the
highest speed, and this was confirmed by peak-level recording tests
which showed that a level 14 dB above test-tape level could be recorded
with only just perceptible waveform distortion. At this level the record
level meter pointers were just entering the red overload sector of the
scale.
Measurement of the bias voltage across the record heads indicated
that the bias was slightly above the recommended 40V. Thus underbiassing is not the prime cause of the roughness noted in my listening
tests. Further recording tests, however, continued to show slight
distortion and intermodulation, even at 7 J i/s, where tape flutter effects
were quite low. CRO tests at a fixed playback level, compared with
known properly recorded tapes, indicated that tapes recorded on this
machine were considerably over-modulated even when the record
level meters were not allowed to kick above mid-scale.
It was eventually found that correct level recordings were made
with the meter needle hardly leaving the stops, and with absolute peaks
barely reaching the —12 dB mark. Steady tone tests had shown that the
calibration of the meter was correct, so that these tests prove that it is
the dynamics of the meter or the time-constant of the associated circuits
{Continued on page 33)
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The Subscription rate to The Tape Recorder is 30s. per annum
(within the British Isles) and 32s. fid. per annum overseas
(U.S.A. $4.50). This includes a free copy of the annual index.
The same rates apply to Hi-Fi News.
The Tape Recorder, 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.I

TAPE

RECORDER

COVERS
Smkrc waterproof cover
to give complete protection to your tape recorder.
Made from rubberised
canvas in navy, wine, tan,
grey and bottle green
with white contrasting
pipings, reinforced base,
handy zip microphone
pocket and name panel.
Philips EL3536
70 .. EL35I5
57 6
.. EL3541, 15 ...
57 6
3541 H
Starmakcr ...
66 Cossor 1602
57/6
.. 1601
63/84.. 1605
49/6
Stella ST455
63/
GrundijTK.I
55 .. ST454
57/6
.. TK.5
63/.. ST459
TX.8
,
84/TK.H&23 4I8. 59 6
Saba
6352Wyndsor Victor ...
TK.20 ...
60/-*
55Elizabethan Princess
60 • .. TK.24 ...
55 „ Escort
57/6*
.. TK.25 ...
60
Major
.. TK.30
63/63FT. I ...
66 TK.35 ...
66/FT.3 ...
75'.. TK.40&4I
82LZ29 ...
TK.46 ...
75/63'-*
Fi-Cord IA
52 6
TK.55
55/-s
75 -•
TK.60 ...
Fidelity Argyle
TK.830 3D
63 Clarion (with strap)
52 6
35'-*
Brenell Mk.5
77/Cub
65/3 star
Tdefunken 8S
69;Minivox C ...
61/7S/I5&76K. 55 69 6
67 6
95
Robuk RK.3
Philips 8108
57 6
Ferrograph
80 8109
63 Sony 521
90 3534
87/Revo*
84 3459
79/6
Optacord 414
EL3538
63/412
63/-*Without pocket.
EL3542
A. BROWN & SONS LTD.
24-28, GEORGE STREET, HULL TEL: 2S4I3. 25412

It's tense in the studio before the tapes begin to roll
(and Telefunken stands by to capture every sound in
There is a lot of work to be done, and tape-recorders, and their long experience is
after the musicians and artists have left, built into every machine. Telefunken were
Telefunken's work still continues. No wonder first, and they still are, manufacturing tapethat top studio engineers like Telefunken, recorders with studio features for you to
it's the machine the professionals trust. have at home.
Precision-made, capturing every sound and Telefunken manufacture a wide range of
nuance, they are the perfect instruments for tape-recorders and accessories for amateur
the job. And you can't achieve that over- and professional use.
night. Telefunken made the world's first Call in at your dealer and hear them

thrilling high-fidelity)
demonstrated. Examine their ease of operalion. See how easily they will integrate into
your present sound system. Telefunken will
amaze you with its sheer breadth of range,
the fidelity of its reproduction. There is a
Telefunken tape-recorder for you, equal-in
quality to your favourite music.
Telefunken has sound quality taped.

There is a range of6 models from 43 gns to 95 gns.
Write for free descriptive brochure and price-list
to:—
WELMEC CORPORATION LIMITED
27 CHANCERY LANE • LONDON WC2
Telephone: CHAncery 9944

^TELEFUNKEN
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Tape Recorder Service—Contd.
increases the treble response. Quite a small difference in bias setting
can make a great improvement in overall response.
Hum is a problem that needs some care in solution. It is first
necessary to check the heater balance control. This is a prc-set resistor
situated (on the 75-/5) roughly at the centre of the machine, viewed
from below. It is against the vertical screening plate, easily accessible.
The procedure is to run the machine at the higher speed on playback,
with no tape loaded, adjusting for minimum hum, as measured with a
valve-voltmeter at the output. To reduce hum still further, it may be
necessary to reverse the wires to the solenoid, and to adjust the head
screening flap.
The 76 requires no heater balance control, as the heater supply is
DC. The use of the transistorised input stage also makes for a better
noise factor. However, the minor points mendoned above still apply,
and should be checked.
Much of the foregoing also applies to the Stereo 77 model, which,
apart from its push-button assembly, is similar to the 75-/5 and 76.
There are, however, a number of small but important changes in the
later model, the 8$, and for details of both these machines, we shall
have to spend a little more time and space than is available here. Till
next month, then . . .
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which are at fault, 1 would hazard a guess that the circuits are OK,
and were designed for the light-movement meters used on the mono
machines, but that the heavier edge-type meter pointers are not correctly indicating true peak levels. (See articles by Grahame Balmain in
August, September and October '62 issues).
Comment: Last month we had a recorder which had been designed "by ear" and which sounded all right despite some rather poor
frequency responses. This month we have one where all the facilities
of a well equipped laboratory have been used during the design stages,
but nobody has had time to take it into a quiet comer and live with it,
to sort out the little snags which are not revealed by steady-state meter
readings, but which the car can pick out straight away as "something
wrong".
I think a little attention to the pressure pad system, a check on the
meter dynamics and a slight re-distribution of the frequency correction
between the record and play circuits will make this recorder live up to
its very professional finish and styling.
A. Tutchings.
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Problems

Poor Erasure on the Viscount
Dear Sir, I was interested in your reply to E. H. of Swansea, in the
November issue of Tape Recorder, regarding faulty erase on his Elizabethan tape recorder. I have experienced the same trouble with my
Wyndsor "Viscount", which defies all remedy.
Both right- and left-hand erase heads of its Collaro Mk IV deck
have been thoroughly cleaned, and the HF, bias and erase oscillator
valve (6BW6) changed. Is it possible that the information you gave,
concerning the erase feed capacitor, can apply in this case ?
Yours faithfully, A. C. AL, South Benfleet.
The poor erasure on your Wyndsor "Viscount" has a different
origin than in the case of E.H., Swansea, with his Elizabethan. In your
case there are four separate capacitors which could be faulty—and if your
recordings on clean tape are also below standard, the likelihood is that
you will have to replace at least three of these. Luckily, they are quite
inexpensive. The reason for the poor recording is incorrect bias, which
can be caused by the two 0 002 mfd capacitors associated with the primary
of the osdllator transformer, or the anode feed capacitor, which is 197 pF,
and fairly critical. {But unless the last mentioned is leaky, which can be
proved by disconnecting, erase should not be impaired.) Best cure is to
replace the two 0-002 mfd caps and the 0-007 mfd across the secondary.
Use good quality, 500V WKG capacitors in these positions, and if necessary
to replace the anode feed capacitor, use disc ceramicons, a 250 pF and a
47 pF in parallel, because 197 is not a preferred value.
(Continued on page 35)
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... and it plays back exactly what it hears. No more, no less.
The uncanny trueness of Kodak Sound Recording Tape comes
primarily from an oxide layer of consistent thickness, manufactured to a tolerance of 20-millionths of an inch. The emulsion
coating technique is the same as that used in producing multilayer emulsions for Kodak colour films, world-famous for their
quality, uniformity, dependability. You like Kodak colour, and
you'll like Kodak sound. Kodak Sound Recording Tape is
available now at leading Kodak dealers. "Expose" a roll of it
soon ... and listen.
Kodak

SOUND RECORDING TAPE
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Kodak Limited,
London.

Readers"
Problems
Microphone Mismatching
Dear Sir, I am experiencing some difficulty with hum in tape recordings
made on my Hi-Fi system, I use a Collaro Studio Tape-Deck with the
Mullard Type "C" Tape Preamplifier. The hum is present on replay
when the recording is made with the BM-3 (Japanese) Crystal Microphone connected to the appropriate input jack of the Tape Preamplifier.
However, when the signal from the Tape Recorder Output of a Heathkit
AA-60 (American) control unit is fed into the high level (Radio) input
jack of the Tape Preamplifier, the recordings when replayed are quite
satisfactory. Also when the microphone, control unit and power
amplifier are used as a PA system, the results again are satisfactory. I
wonder if you can help me eliminate this hum from my recordings.
Yours faithfully, A. J. V., Poona.

6)

m

iiiitm

Unusually high
output (150mV)
Can be fed into
any amplifier
or tape recorder
Output impedance
600 ohms cathode
follower
ONE YEAR FREE
replacement
service guarantee

The hum you are experiencing when recording through BM-3
(Japanese) crystal microphone, Mullard Type "C" preamp to Collaro
Studio Deck is almost certainly due to severe mismatch of microphone to
input circuit.
As the input impedance of the Mullard Type "C" is nominally 2 ■ 2
megohms, I would suggest that there is a high resistance connection in
series with the microphone at some point. The actual connections to jacks,
microphone cotmector, etc., are easily checked. But the BM-3, in one
version, has a "stud" fixing, with screw clamp, relying upon the pressure of
the fitting to maintain electrical contact. This is hardly the most satisfactory
way of connecting a crystal microphone, and I would advise you to first
make a temporary direct connection of the cable from the microphone
capsule to the connecting lead inner, and to connect the outer screen to
the other capsule lead, isolated from the casing. Also, if this is the switched
version, bypass the switch.
If the hum now disappears, resume the original stale by connecting
each joint individually, until the hum returns, to show which connection
is at fault.
If, when bypassing these possible sources, the hum is still present,
check the actual capsule connections, with especial regard to the rivets. Great
care must be taken not to break these—they cannot be re-soldered by
normal methods, and an attempt to use the greater heat necessary for
aluminium solder would ruin the crystal.
Finally, ensure that the microphone lead is not too long, and, if the
reduction in gain can be tolerated, shunt the input, near the grid connection
of the 1st stage, with a 2 • 2.M resistor.

Delivery from stock
In kit form for assembly
20 gns
Assembled and tested
World distribution
CHATEAU PRODUCTIONS LTD
' 4 MANCHESTER STREET, LONDON, W.I
telephone HUN 23S3

BUY A
A Squeaking Effect
Dear Sir, I have an Ekco RT 366 tape recorder which has been giving
considerable trouble due to a squeaking effect that occurs about once a
second. It does not seem to be a mechanical fault as it is affected by
the volume control. I have replaced several capacitors and inserted a
new valve at the first stage, but the noise continues. Please could you
advise me as to what may be wrong.
Yours faithfully, D. D., Tottenham.

THE PROFESSIONAL
TAPE SPLICER

->
Bib

The intermittent "squeaking effect" on your Ekco RT366 is probably
due to high grid loading of the first stage. If the fault is apparent with the
machine switched to Playback and the screened lead from the switch to the
0 • 04 mfd coupling capacitor disconnected, replace the 10 Megohm resistor
which is the grid load. You can quickly check the cathode conditions by
short-circuiting the corrector coil, but even a high-resistance joint at the
coil ends would hardly give these particular symptoms.
As you say you have replaced relevent capacitors, I am presuming the
fault is not the coupling capacitor from the anode of the EFS6 to the next
stage. This is a prevalent cause of the fault, but this usually progresses
rapidly to distortion, hum and weak signals. Reason it vanishes when the
EFS6 is removed is the change in conditions, not the lack of voltage.

—The most reliable and easy to use.
All metal—beautifully plated—compact in size—
mounted on flock covered base. Easily and permanently attached to your tape recorder.
Ferrograph, Vortexion, Reflectograph and
Wearite decks already have fixing holes for the
Bib splicer.
Complete with Clamps hold the magnetic or leader tapes in the
precision cut channel—no danger of damaging
razor cutter the edges—most important with 4 track recordings. Right angle and oblique cutting slots are
only 18/6 provided to facilitate editing to a syllable.
The Bib tape splicer saves tape and makes
editing a fascinating hobby.
More Bib splicers have been sold In recent years
than any other make. It is incorporated in the
"Scotch" Tape Accessory Kit and is used by recordingstudiosand broadcasting organisations.
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. HERTFORDSHIRE

Superimposition on the EL3S27
Dear Sir, I recently decided to add superimposition facilities to my
Philips EL.3527 by switching the erase head out of circuit and substituting a shunt resistor of equivalent value. Not having a reliable
meter, I wrote to Philips' Birmingham branch to discover the impedance
of the head. I was informed that this was 500 ohms. 1 experimented
with shunts of this, and similar values, but for some reason the set-up
{Continued on page 37)
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{oh best machines on advantageous fenns

Deposit 12 Monthly Cash
Payments Price
£ s. d.
s. d. Gns.
4-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL £
Ferrograph 424
8 13 2 no
11 12 0
Sony TC 500
II 6 0
8 6 8 106
Grundig TK 46
10 12 0
7 15 7 99
Telefunken 97
10 0 0
7 9 7 95
Siemens Mod. 12
9 16 0
7 9 5 93
Philips EL3534
9 16 0
7 4 8 92
8 19 0
Sony TC 200
6 3 4 79
2-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL
Brenell STB 1
. . 12 0 0
9 0 0
Ferrograph 422
11 12 0
8 13 2
Telefunken 98
10 0 0
7 9 7
MAINS 2-TRACK
Brenell 5 Type "M" 9 5 0
6 18 7
6 13 10
Ferrograph 5A/N
8 19 0
Telefunken 85
8 15 0
6 10 8
Grundig TK4I
8 0 0
5 17 II
Brenell 5/2 (Meter)
7 IS 6
5 16 7
7 5 0
Brenell 5/2
5 8 8
7 5 0
Truvox 92
5 8 8
4 12 II
Reps RIO
4 t)
4 12 II
Telefunken 95
6 4 0
4 2 0
Grundig TKI8
3 1 5
Grundig TKI4
3 13 6
2 15 2
Wyndsor Trident
2 11 M
3 10 0
Ferguson 3200
2 16 6
2 0 10
If unable to call write for free
brochure, send deposit now for quick
delivery or telephone SWI 4977 for
FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION

Deposit 12 Monthly Cash
Payments Price
£ s. d.
£ s. d. Gns.
MAINS 4-TRACK
Grundig TK40
8 0 0
5 17 11 75
Reps RIO
7 5 0
S 8 8 69
Truvox R94 ..
7 5 0
5 8 8 69
Philips EL3549
6 12 0
4 17 6 62
Truvox R84 ..
6 4 0
4 12 II 59
Grundig TK23
4 IS 0
3 10 10 45
Philips 6L354I/H
4 12 0
3 5 10 42
Truvox R64 ..
4 2 0
3 1 5 39
Elizabethan LZ29
4 0 0
2 19 10 38
Philips EL354I
3 15 8
2 16 9 36
Major de Luxe 3 13 6
2 IS 2 35
£120 Fidelity
3202
3 10 0
2 11 11 33
110 Ferguson
Philips
"Star
Maker"
2
16
9
2 2 7 27
95
BATTERY
Uher 4000S
9 16 0
7 6 5 93
Ficord 202 .
7 0 0
5 3 10 66
Butoba MTS
7 0 0
5 3 10 66
88 Stuzzi
Magnetic
6
4
0
4
12 II 59
85 Optacord 414 Bat/Mains 4 19 0
3 14 0 47
83 Stella ST470 ..
2
0
IS
1
19 2 25
75 Philips EL3585
2 10 5
1 17 10 24
74
69 TRUVOX HI-FI TAPE UNITS
69 TWIN-TRACK
59 PD.93 Mono
6 4 0
4 12 II 59
59 PD.97 Stereo
8 19 0
6 3 4 79
39
35 FOUR-TRACK
33 PD.9S Mono
6 4 0
4 12 II 59
26 PD.99 Stereo
8 19 0
6 3 4 79
H.P. also over 18 and 24 months

THE RECORDER CO.
Open Saturday until 6 p.m. Friday 6.30 p.m.
FREE DELIVERY- PART EXCHANGE

3 to

NEW TRUVOX MODEL
3 speeds—7^, 3f and lj i.p.s. Matches
any external amplifier or headphone.
Recording level meter. 4-digit counter.
Autostop. Superimposition mixing
facilities. Forward facing speaker.

.>
R 92
2-Trjck
69 gn».
£7.5.0.
12 payR 94
4-1 rack
ments of
69 gn».
£5.0.8
We 'ill be pleased 10 demonsirace this fine model
or send full details.
w

every

(Dept. R) 188 WEST END LANE,
WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6
Telephone: SWI 4977
Nearest Stadoo; West Hampstead, Bakerloo Line

sound

Like the ears of this wary fox, the Grampian
DP4 microphone is sensitive to an extremely
wide range of sounds. With Its uniform
frequency response from 50 to 15,000 c/s,
the reliable, medium-priced DP4 will greatly
improve the standard of your recordings.

[Cjrampianj

DP4

—also for broadcasting, public address and call systems.
Low impedance microphone, complete with connector and 18 ft. screened lead
£8. O. OMedium and high impedance models... £9. O. O.
A complete range of stands, swivel holders, reflectors and other
accessories is available.
GRAMPIAN — sounds like the reel thing!
Write or Obone for Illustrated leaflets:
GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD
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Readers'
Problems
did not work. 1 then wrote to their London branch and was told that
I could not cut the erase head from the circuit. I would be grateful
if you could tell me why this is.
Yours faithfully, J. E., Birmingham.
2

Specialists in Hi-Fi Equipment and Tape Recorders
CHELSEA RECORD CENTRE
203 KINGS ROAD, S.W.3 FLA 2596
Open till 8 P-rrt. (except Thursdays)

a

It is not possible to substitute the erase head of the ELjS ? Joe
shunt resistor as the coil-windings in the head play an important rote in the
oscillator circuit. It would, however, be satisfactory to insert a non-magnetic
shim between the head-facing and the tape. However, we do not favour
this method and think it better to re-design the oscillator circuit to operate
in a shunt-fed mode, so that it can be substituted by a resistor for superimposition. A more recent method is to employ {-track operation and
parallel-play, but this would entail much more ambitious changes.

Disc and Tape Reproducing Equipment and Tape Recorders
by Leading Manufacturers
Custom Built Installations
All High Fidelity Requirements and Services Available
Estimates Free
Personal Service
Custom High Fidelity
371 Green Lanes Palmers Green N.13 PALmers Green 5228

IntermittanI Wow
Dear Sir, I am the owner of a Ferrograph tape recorder, which has
not been extensively used, and is nearly three years old. Recently wow
occurs when the instrument is first switched on, disappearing after
five or ten minutes. If the machine is left for some time without use the
trouble is not evident. I have scrupulously followed all the cleaning
operations described in the instruction book and am unable to discover
the cause of the trouble.
Yours faithfully, W. F., Edmonton.

I
h" I

FOR ALL LEADING
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
till, wplti, or tiliphant

hampstead HIGH-FIDELITY
91> Heath Street, Haoipstead, London N.W.3 Telephone HAHpslead 6311

You do not stale which model this is, but we presume, from its length
of service, it is one of the later series 4 decks. The probable cause is a need
for lubrication, and as you say you have the Ferrograph handbook, there
is no need for us to go into detail in this respect.
Although you say that you carry out the cleaning most scrupulously,
we presume this to mean the top deck parts only, and suspect that you have
not attempted to clean or oil the lower motor bearing. The problem arises
when a bearing runs at a certain heat. If the machine is standing for some
lime, it is not always apparent until after two or three recording sessions,
then shows up on initial play, as you describe, disappearing as the machine
warms up.
Check, particularly, the flywheel bearings and the lower bearing of
the capstan motor.
It is worthwhile inspecting also the engagement lever of the idler
wheel assembly and the two small return springs, to make sure of positive
engagement. A smear of grease at the selector rod can help here.

|

ENGLAND'S BIGGEST T/R SPECIALISTS
■

■
O WAR
pn
218 HIGH ST. - BROMLEY - RAV. 4000
ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK
Cash or Easy Terms
LONDON'S FINEST SERVICE
htSKf}
207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
PAD 3271/2
RADJO
152-1 S3 FLEET STREET. E.C.4. FLE 2833
33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. W.I. MUS 260S

Magnetised Heads
Dear Sir, I have a Philips EL3S36 stereo tape recorder which has
given very good service until recently. Now, when recording from
my radio tuner, the recording level has to be advanced almost half-way
to obtain reasonable modulation, instead of a quarter, as has been
usual. Also, the recordings have begun to suffer from loss of high and
low frequencies. I have inserted a new EF86 valve, and cleaned the
heads, but this has had no effect. I should be obliged if you could tell
me where I might look for the fault.
Yours faithfully, S. P., Walsall.

it PART EXCHANGES WELCOMED
•h
Hi-Fi and Terms
Tape Recorders
supplied
* ALL
PARTMAKES
EXCHANGES.
13, 18 or 24
months
* SONY Specialists. Full Range Stacked
pC GUARANTEED Recorder Repair Service
MAC'S CAMERA SHOPS LIMITED
250-252 KING STREET, HAMMERSMITH. LONDON. W.«
RIV 8581-2 Hours 9-6 Thursday 9-1

Either reduction of HF bias, or a severely magnetised head, appear
to be the most suspect causes of the trouble on your EL3536. There are a
number of tests that can be made to determine the fault. First, if a prerecorded tape of knotim high quality plays back well, and at full modulation
level, the head is not likely to be magnetised. If the replay is poor, the
head should be de-gaussed. This should, in any case, be regular procedure
for the enthusiast, even on a machine such as yours, which has a preventative
decay circuit.
Next, check the erasure by playing through a fully modulated tape,
while switched to Record, and note if complete erasure is obtained on the
first run-through. If the erasure is poor, swop over the oscillator with the
other EL84 and check again. From this point it gels rather complicated
so we can only hope that the fault is no more serious than suggested above.

SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS. ACCESSORIES, HI-FI EQUIPMENT
TOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—SALES AND SERVICE
8 STATION PARADE,
Showroome Open until 7 p.m.
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN.
PROSPECT 0985
LONDON, S.W.I4
(Opposile Mortlnke Station S R.)
TAPE RECORDER
CENTRE
CROYDON'S
All leading makes in stock, Hi-Fi equipment, cabinets, etc.
Service agents for AKAI Tape Recorders
SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
ADDiscombe
CROYDON.
1231/2040

PLEASE MENTION THE TAPE RECORDER
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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A

NEW

RANGE OF TUNERS by...

224 FM TUNER
Self powered with full provision, including space on the chassis, for simply plugging
in an Armstrong Stereo Multiplex Decoder when regular stereo transmissions
begin. Featuring precision tuning meter, dual audio outputs with pre-set gain
control on each, and exceptional sensitivity. The styling is similar to the 223
Tuner as illustrated.
Price £22.10.0
Coveroje 87—108 M/ci.
SPECIFICATION Sensitivity I.SiiV lor 20 db quietinj.
Output 0—1 volts variable to match any amplifier or tape recorder.
Stages R.F. Stage, Two IF Amplifiers, Limiter Stage and Foster Seeley
Discriminator.
223 AM-FM TUNER (illustrated)
Identical in performance to the 224 above but with the addition of the Medium
waveband.
Price £28.15.0
FM Bend aa the 224 above.
AM Bend
Coverage 180—600 metres.
SPECIFICATION Sensitivity S|tV for 20 db quietincAutomatic Variable
Selectivity 2 to 8 K/cs. depending on signal strength.
Filter
Built in Heterodyne rejection filter.

The new 224 FM Tuner and 223 AM-FM Tuner are
designed to provide outstanding facilities and performance with any tape recorder or amplifier.

il

QJ
Qjqi
Optional cases of teak and vinyl-hide are available
for all models.
m

222 STEREO-AMPLIFIER—a new Integrated Stereo Amplifier matched in
styling and performance to the NEW Armstrong Tuners.
Price £27.10.0
ARMSTRONG AUDIO LTD.

Full descriptive literature available from
Dept. No. RFT.

Warlters Road, London, N.7. Telephone: NORth 3213

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR
FRANCIS

OF

TAPE and HI-FI
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS
•fa Minimum Deposit
■jg No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months
jg Free Service during Guarantee Period
• MICROPHONES,
HI-FI DEPT.
MIXERS, ETC.
• STEREO AND MONO
Grampian Raflactor ..
£4.0.0
Grampian Ribbon
£11.10.0
AMPLIFIERS—
Quad HMV Pye Roger*
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic
£8.0.0
Luatraphon* VR/44 .. £7.17.4
Leak Avaley Arm*
irmaOXHg
Luatraphon* LPV/59
£8.18.4
THpletone Scott
Simon 'Cadanza' Ribbon £18.10.0
Chapman Eagla
Roalo Ribbon
£10X0
• TUNERS
RmIo Cardioid Dynamic £I0.IS.4
Quad Roger* Pye H.M.V.
AKC Stereo D.77A
£15.10.0
Leek Aveley Armstrong
AKG D.I9C
£17.10.0
Chapman B. A O. Tripletone
TSL 3 Channal Mlxar ..
£2.7.4
• LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad Pya Roger. W.B. Kef
Grundig Mixar Stereo .
18 fne.
AKG K 50 Headphone*
£7.108
Wharfedale Goodman* Tannoy
Colrad Lowther Mordaunt
Alao in atock microphone* by
Laak Lockwood
ACOS. FILM INDUSTRIES,
TELEFUNKEN, etc.
• MOTORS. PICKUPS
Carrerd
Tannoy EMI
All WALGAIN PRODUCTS
Goldring
Lenco Shure
Connoisseur Dacca Stereo
e TAPES & ACCESSORIES
Dacca Daram Pickering
Standard, Long, Double, Triple Play in
Philip*
Ronette
leading makers.
all aizea by all Teadii
Ortofon
BA O
• DEFLUXERS
ERS BY WEARITE,
A co*
SME Mk. II
WALGAIN
Thoran*
ADC
BSR
• Pre-recorded Taftes by Columbia,
All types of Diamond'and Sapphire
HM.V.. and all
Labels. Saga,
styli, stereo and mono. Microlifts. CarTutor-tape. etc.
rard, Goldring and Acos Pressure
Bib. Bond and E,M.I. splicer*. Matching
transformers. Plugs, sockets, etc.
Gauges. Disc Preener. Acos Dust Bug.
Prices subject to alteration as announced
Cabinets by Record Housing and
by manufacturers.
G.K.D.
• STANDS OF ALL TYPES

STREATHAM
• Br.n.ll Stereo STB, 1
lilt
• Brenell Mk. V Model M 88 ■•».
• Brenell Mk. V Seriee 2
t* gne.
Coeeor IMS
28 ens.
Coeeor 4 Tr. IM4 2 ap. .. S9 fne.
Coeeor 4 Tr. IMS 4 tp. .. 82 fne.
Kllubethen 'Popular' .. 22 gni.
Iliubethen LZ29
.. 38 gne.
Fergueon 3200
28 gne.
Fergueon 3202 4 Tr. 2 tp. 33 gne.
• Farrograph 422 or 424 118 gne.
• Farrograph Seriee S .. 85 gne.
Fidelity Playmaeter 2 Tr. 20 gne.
Fidelity Playmaeter 4 Tr. 23 gne.
Grundig TK8
85 gne.
Gnindlg TKI4
35 gne.
Grundig TKI8 "Magic Ear" 3* gne.
Grundig TK23 4 Tr.
45 gne.
Grundig TKM 4 Tr.
75 gne.
Grundig TIC4I 2 Tr.
75 gne.
• Grundig TK44 4 Tr. St. M gne.
Philip, 3541 4 Tr.
38 gne.
Phlllpe 4 Tr. 3541/H
42 gne.
Philip. 4 Tr. 3549
82 gne.
Phlllpe 4 Tr. etereo 3534
72 gne.
Phlllpe Starmaker 4 Tr.
27 gne.
•B°huk
WeBectograph 'A' 4 Tr. 105
Jg gne.
gne.
• Simon SPS
93 gne.
Sony 200
79 gne.
Stella 458 4 Tr. ..
39 gne.
Stella 459 4 Tr
82 gne.
St.ll.4S8
28 gne,
• Tandbarg Seriee 8
118 gne.
• Tandbarg Seriee 7
93 gne.
■Telefunken 55 ..
43 gne.
• Telefunken 85 da luae
83 gne.
•Telefunken 98 4 Tr. .. 82 gne
•Telefunken 97 J Tr. Stereo 95 gne.
• Telefunken 98 1 Tr. St. 95 gne.

• Vortexion WVA
£93.13.8
• Vortexion WVB
£110.3.0
• Vortexion CBL Stereo flM.0.8
Wyndeor Trident
33 gne.
TRUVOX
•R.92 2 Tr. Recorder
89 gne.
•R.94 4 Tr. Recorder
89 gne.
•PD.93(2 Tr.) or PD.9S (4
Tr.f
59 gne.
•PD.97 (2 Tr.) or
PD.99 (4 Tr.) Stereo .. 79 gne.
BATTERY PORTABLES
Coeeor 1821
28 gne.
Phlllpe 3588
25 gne.
Loewa Opta 414 ..
47 gne.
(Malne/Battery/Car)
• Butoba
M gne.
• Fl-Cord 282
U gne.
Stella 471
28 gne.
Stuzzl Memo-Cord . . 25 gne.
Uhar 4000S
93 gne.
• Microphone extra
MAINS POWER PACKS
Phlllpe, Stella or Coeeor £5.8.0
Grundig
8 gne.
Butoba
Fl-cord
Iet.To.o
Uher 4000
£14.10.0
Tape Dock* by Brenell,
Wright A Weaire.
Tape to disc and copy service

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD. LONDON, S.W. 16
Between St. Leonard's Church
STReatham 0466/0192
and Strtatham Station
Please note Chi* is our only address
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NEWS

"Tru-Cord" Name Change
TAPE Recorder Centre (Blackpool), have announced a change of
name for the Tru-Cord recorders they arc handling in this country.
To avoid confusion with a similar trade name they have altered it to
Q-Cord

YOUR TAPE DEALER —

WIMBLEDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
Arena for: FERROGRAPH, VORTEXION. SIMON.
BRENELL, GRUNDIG, PHILIPS, COSSOR, ETC.
GET IT TAPED THE EXPERT WAY—By letting us install your apparatus
TEL-LEE-RADIO
LIBcrty 4944
220 The Broadway, WIMBLEDON, S.W.I*

LCC Contract for Rank Language Laboratory
WORK commences this spring to install a Rank language Laboratory at the City of Westminster College. Comprising 16 booths
and a control console the complete laboratory will cost £2,450. Described in our issue of December 1963, the units are claimed to be
the first specifically designed for education, and are the result of
four-way collaboration between Rank Audio Visual, Raymond Hart
Associates Limited, Intra Design Limited, and Truvo*.

— Country and Provincial —
BOURNEMOUTH
XATIOXAL RADIO SUPPLIES
66 Holdenhurst Road,
Bournemouth
Tape. Hi-Fi & components
Tel. 25232

Library Cassettes
FOLLOWING the news of reduced tape prices Atfa have just
introduced a plastic library cassette. Attractively designed, it
provides a neat and sturdy way of storing recordings. The cassettes
are available to all purchasers of Agfa tape at an extra cost of 2s. 6d.
Manufacturers: Agfa Limited, Deer Park Road, Wimbledon
Factory Estate, London, S.W.19.

H.D.KIRK

Specialists in High Fidelity
ISO HIGHER BRIDGE STREET
Grundig Open New Showrooms
NEW and larger showrooms were opened, early last month, by
Grundig. Situated at rj Orchard Street, London, W.t, they will
take the place of the firm's new Oxford Street premises which dosed
just after Christmas. The new showrooois provide space to bouse a
wide range of tape recorders, radios, radiograms, and dictating equipment.

Phone: 23093
.BOLTON

CHELTENHAM
MODERN RADIO (Cheltenham) LTD.
Service and Hi-Fi Dept.
40/42. St. James Street
Ferrograph, Revox, Telefunken and Truvoxalways in stock
TELEFUNKEN appointed Service Agent.
Phone: Cheltenham 21216/7

B.S.R. Acquire Scottisfa Factory
BS.R. Limited recently announced the acquisition of a factory
at East Kilbride, Scotland. With a total area of 180,000 sq. ft. the
factory is expected to give employment to at least 500 personnel by
December 1964, and has potential capacity for a staff of over 5,000.
The company hope to gain a substantial share of the contracts for
equipment in a £900,000,000 scheme to modernise and expand British
telephone services.

HIGH FIDEUTY SOUND EQUIPMENT TASTEFULLY
DISPLAYED FOR YOUR "BROWSE AROUND" ENJOYMENT
All leadinf makes: Amplifiers, Control Equipment, Loudspeakers, Cabinets, Tuners. Microphones,Tape Recorders
tsSs*
and Ancillary Items in stock or quickly obtainable.
Coventry A District Co-operative Society Ltd., High Fidelity
Section. Electrical Dept.,First Floor,Central Premises,
> Sound
Corporation Street, Coventry Tel. Coventry 24031-10 lines

Cosmocord Export Microphones
ORDERS for a total of 20,000 Mic 48 crystal microphones were
received recently by Cosmocord Ltd., from Canada and the
United States. This compares with the 22,000 Mic 40's that were sold
in all markets during the whole of 1962.

R.E.S. (COVENTRY) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY
and all makes of Tape Recorders
All leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment stocked and demonstrated under ideal conditions, jr The Best Selection—Terms and
After Sales Service in the MIDLA NDS.
R.E.S. (Coventry) Ltd. 128 Far Gosford St.
Coventry 28781/2

Change of Address
THE Precision Instrument Company, of Palo Alto, California, have
just announced a change of address for their European Sales
Manager, T. D. Dalzell. He can now be contacted at Oak Gables,
Cannon Hill, Windsor Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire. Telephone
Maidenhead 22217. The company manufacture a wide range of instrumentation tape recorders.

FARNHAM. SURREY
^ Stockists of all ihe leading makes of High-Fidelity Equipment
★ Comparative Demonstrations
it Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
★ Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed
^ Specialists in custom-built Hi-Fi Equipment
LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD, The Record Shop
24/7 Downing Street, Farnham, Surrey.
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI DEALERS

CITY
TAPE

&

ESSEX

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE (HALIFAX)
Stock all the best Tape Recorders; Hi-Fi Equipment;
Tape; L-P Records, etc.
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY BY EXPERT STAFF
2 years FREE SERVICE ON NEW RECORDERS over £35
30 King Cross Street, Halifax.
'phone 66832

BRITAIN'S FINEST

Recorder Repair Specialists

RECORDER CENTRES

See Page |0
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To avoid any possible confusion arising between our excellent products and any other
manufacturers goods, the name "Tru-Cord " has been replaced, by the name "Q "-Cord.
^

Q-CORD
THE FINEST MAINS/BATTERY PORTABLE
RECORDER UNDER £40
Response, 60c/s to 12.000c/5 60-l0,000c/s ! 3db.
4|" spools, over 2 hrs. playing time.
Speed. 3}"/sec. constant enabling "Dubbing" and replay of pre.rec.
tapes.
Unique, wide range tone control.
Wow and flutter. < .S\ RMS., normally better than this modest claim.
Sig/noise > SOdbs. (from tape).
Inputs for mic. radio, phono, diode. SOK, 2mv.
Output, speaker, low level, phones.
Powered from, dry cells. AC adaptor, 6/l2volt car battery.
(6v. accumulator also, on 203 which also, has remote control fitted)
Type Rl I9K Price 33 gm, complete

&

Type 203 Price 34gns complete
WILL OPERATE IN ANY POSITION
Weight only 5 lb. size 10" ■ d" • 10*. Supplied with dry-cells, radio
lead. cct. diagram, Inst. book, and grade one microphone, empty spool
and tape.
BE SURE YOU HEAR THESE MACHINES BEFORE YOU DECIDE
UPON A PORTABLE. THE QUALITY IS COMPARABLE WITH
MAINS MACHINES AT SAME PRICE AND HIGHER
Full details from:
C. BHADDOCK LTD.. 266 WATERLOO ROAD. BUCKPOOL, LANCS.
All ditcarninf dcalart will stock the "Q"-Cord, write for your nearatt dealers name
Agencies required, Midlands, South and West of England,

r
25=^1
m

Always in stock—

STEREO TAPE UNITS

an unrivalled selection of

•Farrograph 422 U, 2 track—74. 34 l.p.i. .. El 15 10
•Farrograph 424 U. 4T playback—74. 34 i.pJ. I IS 10
•Tandberg Seriea 6, 2 or 4 trade—74, 3|,
Ui.p.s.
115 10
Sony 444 (one replay amplifier)—74, 34 i.pj. 75 12

#
#
#
#

Tape Recorders
Hi-Fi Equipment
Tapes
Microphones

ALSO AVAILABLEBATTERY RECORDERS

FOUR TRACK MONO
TAPE RECORDERS

0
0 •Butoba MT.5—34. 14 i.p.s. ..
0 Optacofd 414 (inc. Mains)—34 l.pj. only
0 Philips EL.3585—I{ i.p.s. only
Stella ST.47a-U i.p.s. only ..
•Microphones EXTRA.

Free demonstrations—Hohest advice

m

O
Q

O
COMPLETE
STEREO
TAPE RECORDERS (Four Track)
Sony 521—74. 3} i.p.1.
AIM 4 •
Akai MS—74, 3{ i.pj.
IM 10 •
Pair extention speakers for above
.. 3110 0
•Telefunkan M.»7—74. 34, 14 l.p.s
90 IS 0
•Tandberg Series 7—74, 34. 14 i-P-**
.. »7 13 0
Sony 464 CS—74. 34 i-P-a
MHO
PhUips EL.3S34—74, 34. 14, tf l.pj.
M 12 0
OUTSTANDING TWO-TRACK STEREO
RECORDER TELEFUNKEN MVS. SEPARATE
RECORD/REPLAY HEADS. ALL FACILITIES »f IS 0

•TelafunkenM.96—74.34. I4i.p-a.. £72
Phi)ipsEL.3S49—74.34. 14. U i-P-a. .. .. AS
Philips EL.354I—34 l.p.s. only
.. .. 37
Philips EL.3S4I/H—34 I.PJ. only .. .. 44
Elizabathan LZ.29 (illustrated)—7i. 34.
14 I.PJ
37
Elizabethan Popular 400—3i i.p.i. only ,, 24
TWO TRACK MONO
TAPE RECORDERS

»
2
IS
2
IA
$

0
0
0
0
0
0

HI-FI IN STOCK
• Quad
• Leak
• SME
• Garrard
• Rogers, etc., etc.

£49
49
25
24

4
7
4
S

TAPES
• BASF
# Telefunken
• Philips
• Scotch
• EMI, etc., etc.

All types of Microphones.
For free delivery, competent demonstrations, good after
sales service, and the best of Hire Purchase terms call at:-

•Refleccograph Model A (3 head system)—
7i.3}i.pj.
£110 5
TAPE
•Vortexion WVB (3 head system)—74, 34 i.pj. 110 3
•Vortexion WVA standard system—74.
RECORDER
34 i.p.»
93 13
•Fcrrograph 5A/N (modernised)—74. 34 i.p.s. 89 5
CENTRE
•Telefunken 85 "The Classic"—74, 3| i.p.s. .. 87 3
•Telefunken 95—74. 34, U i.p.s
41 19
Elizabethan LZ.30—74. 34. 14 i.p.s
33 12
Optacord 403 (with monitoring)—34. I {i.p.s. 47 5
82 High Holborn, London. W.C.I
Elizabethan Popular 200—34 i.p.s. only .. 23 2
Open from 9 to 5.30 weekdaya
Sony TC.I03—74, 34 i.p.s., with built-in
medium wave radio
44 3 0 Close 12.30 Saturdays
•Telefunken "Automatic" with automatic
modulation control
52 10 0 Telephone: CHAncer/ 7401
40

9
0
0
•

YOU it TAPE HEALER
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
LEICESTER
ALL YOUR HI Fl REQUIREMENTS
H.M.V. QUAD LEAK ROGERS
Speakers b, TANNOY MORDAUNT LOWTHER
WHARFEDALE GOODMANS.
Tape: FERROGRAPH
REFLECTOGRAPH
SIMON BRENELL
Record Department: ALL LABELS-PARASTAT SERVICE.
LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, High Street, Leicester.

No responsibilily will be accepted by the editor, the publishers, or
the primers of "The Tape Recorder" for the quality of any goods
offered, bought, or exchanged through the medium of these columns, or
for any failure in payment, etc., though the greatest care will be taken
to ensure that only bona fide advertisements are accepted.
Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid and accompanied
by a postal order, money order, or cheque. The rate is 6d. per word with
a minimum charge of 7s. fid. Box numbers may be used for an extra
charge of Is. fid. The trade rale is 9d. per word, plus 2s. for a box
number, conditions on application. Send replies Jo box numbers, c/o
"The Tape Recorder", 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.l.
Advertisements for the March issue must arrive not later than
February 3rd.

W.B.
GRUNDIG
Tel: 20431

STOCKPORT
FAIRBOTHAM & CO. LTD.
47 LOWER HILLGATE
STO 4872
FERROGRAPH, REVOX, TANDBERG, BRENELL,
SIMON,TRUVOX, SONY, PHILIPS, MAGNAVOX,
GRUNDIG, TELEFUNKEN
All models on comparison demonstration
Evening demonstrations by appointment

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tape Recorder Specialists have a vacancy for a junior salesman
with previous experience. Apply The Manager. R.E.W. Earlsfield Ltd.
266-8, Upper Tooling Road. London, S.W.I". Tel. BALham 9174/5
TAPE EXCHANGES
Join in the world's greatest bobby of today. Open up vour own Tape
Station by joining Worldwide Tapetalk. 35. The Gardens. Harrow.
S.A.E. for particulars.

MANCHESTER
LANCASHIRE
HI-FI
Limited
and now incorporating
The Tape Recorder Specialists
DIXONS ELECTRONIC (Sales and Service)
8 DEANSGATE
.... next to Grosvenor Hotel

FOR SALE
Mylar Tape. Example: 7 in. 2.400 ft.. 22s. fid.. P. & P. Is. fid.
S.A.E. for list. Leda Tapes. 12 Montague Road. E.I I.
"Tape Recorder", Volume 1 and V olume 2. complete in binders,
good condition. Best offer secures. Box No. 364 (London).

The Largest Electrical Store in the North

TAPE

fl
158 NEW BRIDGE STREET.
and HI- 1=1
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE I
OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 8 O'CLOCK
•Cl OCK 'f
Telephone; 29866

RECORDERS
ERS 1

Fi-Cord 101 with transcriber, foot control, lapel microphone,
stethophone. Little used. Cost £86. Accept £50. Box No. 362 (Herts.)
Ferrograph Model 808 as new. absolutely perfect £93. Box No. 363
(London).
Complete vols. No. 1, 2, 3. 4, loose bound and Nos. I. 2. 3. 4. 5.
of vol. 5. "The Tape Recorder"—immaculate condition, any olfers.
C. J. Sage. 20. Dawlish Drive, Pinner. Middx.
Clearance of surplus equipment, first reasonable offer accepted for
any of the following items, all in first class condition. Quad AM tuner,
pair STC 4035 Microphones (600 ohms) one with floor stand; AKG
D88 stereo microphone; Shure M33-5 pickup cartridge; two pairs of
S.G. Brown "Type K" headphones. Box No. 364 (London).

WESTWOOD'S

of

46 GEORGE STREET
PHONE: 47783

OXFORD

PETERBOROUGH. NORTHANTS

TRADE
Vorlcxion WVA/S Recorder, mono R P plus stereo replay, list
£112; new. maker's guarantee, 85 gns. cash. Brencll series 5. new,
59 gns. Heathkil equipment. Several slightly used loudspeakers.
Buswcll & Son, Rothwcll, Northanls.

Tel: 5643/5644

GAMPKINS RECORD SHOP
RECORD TAPE AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
>NG CAUSE
ADDRESS
15 LONG
CAUSEWAY
STOCKS
(IN CITY CENTRE)

{Coniinued overleaf)
BRAND NEW TOP QUALITY 100°/ TESTED
RECORDING TAPE
(As supplied to the Far East Broadcasting Corp.)
All English tapes now P.V.C. All American tapes now Acetate and Mylar.
Size
Length
ENGLISH AMERICAN
STANDARD PLAY
3"
ISO'
2/6
5"
60C'
9/-.
«/sr
900'
116
10/9
7"
1200'
16'15/LONG PLAY
3"
220'
3/5"
900'
11/6
II/sr
1200'
16/15/7"
1800'
23/19/DOUBLE PLAY
5"
1200'
21/16/Si"
1800'
24/1*17"
2400'
16/39/Money refunded in full if not delighted (refund still never ever requested)
SPECIAL OFFER. Brand New Stereophonic Tape Recorders
Retail price 48 gns. our price £24.0.0 Guaranteed for 12 months
N. WALKER, 28 Linkscroft Ave, Ashford, Middx. Tel: Ashford 53020

PLYMOUTH
TOM HOLLAND LTD.
102 CORNWALL STREET
Phone 69282
FERROGRAPH. REVOX. TANDBERG. SIEMENS. AKAI, UHER, SONY,
B & O STEREOMASTER, FI-CORD. AND
The largest selection of Hi-Fi equipment in the West

HAMILTON ELECTItONICS
HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE RECORDERS 35 LONDON ROAD
TEL. 28622
41

SOUTHAMPTON

YOUR TAPE DEALER
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
18 QUEEN STREET
Cinesmith Depolariser demagnetises your record/playback heads in
situ. Use occasionally for belter recordings without hiss and with
background silent as the grave no matter how often played. From your
dealer or Cinesmith Products, Regent Street, Barnsley, £2 5s. Write
for leaflet.
Pre-recorded tapes. Unique complete catalogue listing all makes,
mono, stereo. 7J and 3J i/s including World Record Club tapes. Call for
free copy or send Is. mailing fee. Dept. T.R.3, Teletape Ltd., 33 Edgware
Road, W.2. Phone: PAD 1942.
Lee Electronics, The Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi Specialists, can now
undertake Wow and Flutter Tests with their latest "Gaumont Kalee"
Wow and Flutter Meter. Test Report supplied. 24-Hour Service. Price
—25s. 400 Edgware Road. Paddington, W.2. Paddinglon 5521.
Personalised Gummed Address Labels suitable for "mailers". Cost
you only 7s. per 100 after your own design. Items sent post paid within
five working days. For information or order, please write to: Studio 9,
Fack, Stockholm 10, Sweden.
We specialise in Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi Repairs and offer a speedy
service. Telesonic Ltd.. 92 Tottenham Court Road. W.I. MUS 8177.
Leading Hi-Fi Dealers.
A Unique Buy! Recording tape top brand, 5i in. 1200 ft. 19s. 6d.,
7 in. 2400 ft. D.P. 28s. 6d. P. and P. Is. 6d. per spool. Bargains in all
sizes. S.A.E. for list. E. C. Kingsley & Co., 132 Tottenham Court Road.
London, W.I. Phone: EUSton 6500.
If quality matters consult Audio Supply Association for better
terms. 60 page photographically illustrated Hi-Fi catalogue 4s. 6d.
Pan exchange, servicing. Your precious tapes transferred to unbreakable L-Fs by specialists. Specify requirements. 10 Clifford Street,
London, W. 1.
WANTED
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi Specialists wish to
purchase good quality Tape and Hi-Fi Equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, W.2. Phone: PADdington 5521.

SALISBURY

J. F. SUTTON
RECORDS-RECORDERS-HI-FI
421 SHIRLEY ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON
III EAST STREET
Audio Electronics (Midlands) Ltd.
Specialitts in Dictation Mcs., Tape Recorders, Inter-Com., Tapes and
Accessories
Full After Sales Service on all Equipment
PHILIFS, CRUNDIG. TRUVOX, UHER, ETC.
203 STAFFORD STREET WALSALL
Tel.: 21086
WORTHING, SUSSEX
We stock Hi-Fi Equipment by Leak. Quad. Goodsell.
RCA, Acos. Garrard. Collaro. Tannoy, Wharfedale and
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations
BOWER & WILKINS LTD.
I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road Worthington 5142
- TAPE TO DISC SERVICES The fallowing are member* of the Association of Professional
Recording Studios who can be relied on to give satisfaction
MJB RECORDING & TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
specialise in the production of microgroove records from
Professional and Amateur recordings {Acetate copies: Mono and
Stereo pressings). Extended playing times achieved by controlled
culling techniques. Studio, Mobile, "Off the Air" and all
recording services. Detailed booklet available.
7 HIGH STREET, MAIDENHEAD (Tel: 25630)

Highest cash prices offered for good quality Tape Recorders and
Hi-Fi. See our ad. page
this issue. R.E.W.. 266 Upper Tooling
Road, London. S.W. 17.

TAPE RECORDERS - AUDIO EQUIPMENT - DISC
CUTTING STD & LP FROM TAPE - STUDIO
FACILITIES - HIRE SERVICE - SALES - EXCHANGES

STUDIO FACILITIES
Tape to Disc service, editing, and dubbing, all speeds. Studio
available for musical groups. Outside recordings our speciality. Ilford
Sound Recording Service. 63 Aintree Crescent, Barkingside, Ilford,
Essex. Phone: CRE 8947 and GRA 5107. S.A.E. for list.

HAGNEGRAPH
I Hanway Place, London, W.I.

Tel: LAN 2156

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
rate
Ajfa Lid
28
Armstrong Audio Ltd. ...
38
C. Braddock Ltd
40
A. Brown & Sons Ltd
31
B.A.S.F. Chemicals Led.
44
City it Essex Tape Recorder Centres ...
10
Chateau Productions Ltd.
35
Tape to Disc Recordings. Finest professional quality, 10 in. L.P.
9
Educational Recordings Ltd
35s. (32 min.); 12 in. L.P. 40s. (45 min.); 7 in. E.P. 17s. 6d. 48-hour
E.M.I. Tape Ltd
12
Postal Service. S.A.E. for leaflet to: Deroy Sound Service, 52 Hest
Francis
of
Streatham
38
Bank Lane, Hest Bank, Lancaster.
Grampian Reproducers Ltd
36
Heachkit
3
Howard Tape Recorders
30
Irish Tape (A. C. Farnell Ltd.)
18
Kodak Ltd
34
Mallory Batteries Ltd
24
Muiticore
Solders
Ltd
31
HUM ON TAPH—POSTCR1PT
N. Walker
41
Philips Electrical Ltd
2, 43
Graham Balmain was ill in bed when he wrote this, pan three
Recordar Co
36
of his series. The diagram numbers skipped fig. 8 so we
R. E. W. EaHtfield Led
26
Scotch Magnetic Tapes ...
4
thought he, and our readers, might be amused at this possible
Standard Telephones A Cables Ltd.
20
cause of hum which he overlooked. Ed.
Tandberg
(Elstone
Electronics
Ltd.)
...
33
Errata, line 15 should read ;
10
Tape Recorder Centre
Tellux Ltd
16
C0 and the head series resistor Rh (see X in fig. 9)
W.
A.
L.
(Elstone
Electronics
Ltd.)
40
will remove hum
Welmec Corporation Ltd
32
Zonal Film (Magnetic Coatings) Ltd. ...
5
Published by Miles Hcnslow Publications Ltd., 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.i and printed for them by Portia Press Ltd., London.
Rapid Recording Service, 78s. and L.Ps. from your own tapes. (48hour service.) Master Discs and pressings. Recording studio. Mobile
recording van. Manufacturers of the Sleep-o-Matic Unit. Foreign
language courses available for sleep-learning. Brochures and price lists
on request from: Dept. T.R.2I, Bishops Close, London, E.I7.

Magnificent

w

Philips offer you
today's top range
of tape recorders

a

EL 3586
PHILIPS
NEW
BATTERY
TAPE RECORDER

!®il!£
EL 3541

EL 3514
PHILIPS
STARMAKER
MAINS TAPr
RECORDER 1

Records and plays back anywhere,
any time—even while being carried.
All transistor for economical running and lightweight portability.
n c available
Cam/f no case
and mainsextras
unit
gilda
as optional
25 cy

The first mains tape recorder ever
to feature the new, space-saving
upright styling. Four track recording and playback.
27 g:ns.

(BO PHILIPS
FAMILY TAPE RECORDER
This truly remarkable four-track
tape recorder incorporates many
advanced features. An ideal machine for the family man.
36 gns.

philips
^ 3541/H
FAMILY DE-LUXE TAPE RECORDER
All the features of the ELi3541
plus the added advantage of a
leathercloth-covered wooden cabinet.

EL 3549
PHILIPS
4-SPEED HI-FI TAPE RECORDER
This all-transistor, 4-track, 4-3peed
tape recorder has no equal in the
medium price class. Many professional features.

philips
^ 3534
4-SPEED HI-FI STEREO TAPE RECORDER
-WITH MULTIPLAY
Impeccable stereo and mono sound
plus multiplay—the feature that
permits the combination of many
monitored recordings on one track.

42 grns,

62 gns

92 gns.

See the complete range at your Philips dealer's
PHILIPS
ALL BEAUTIFULLY
-THE FRIEND OF
MADE BY

THE FAMILY
PHILIPS
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LIMITED, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2
(PTR 4327)
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VHONOtR^
THE
BASF—first to produce magnetic recording tape, so
opening up channels which affect every one of us.
Today, the imagination, initiative and craftsmanship
which made this possible are invested in maintaining
BASF tapes at a standard of technical perfection unequalled throughout the world.

BASF magnetic recording tapes are recognized for
qualities of dimensional and magnetic stability, full frequency response, negligible print through and mirror
finish surface. The wide range ensures that there's a
BASF tape for every type of machine and every possible
requirement—INCLUDING YOURS.

SYMBOL OF AUTHENTIC SOUND
BASF CHEMICALS LIMITED
5a Gillespie Road, London N.5. TEL; CANonbury 2011

